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Editor’s letter
Welcome to the 17th issue of Boisdale
Life, which is as ever rapaciously bursting
with diverse and occasionally irritating
comment. Our aim is not simply to
seductively massage those comfortably
held opinions – though few could
disagree with Graham Boynton’s
despondency over Hong Kong’s future, in
his riveting report from the front line of
the protests there. Importantly, Mark
Littlewood challenges the now almostuniversally accepted orthodoxy (as touted
by the BBC et al), that income inequality
in Britain is increasing. This statement is
clearly a fully-loaded political weapon
and should be handled with care. Less
controversially, given the extraordinary
popularity of Etonians in today’s society,
Tom Parker Bowles’ comedic relish with
which he remembers the charm of his old
school tuck shop and the food of his
childhood should not upset anyone!
When I was at prep school I was
particularly pleased that my school
number was 69. At the age of nine I knew
nothing of its sexual significance, but
found that my parents’ friends always had
a wry smile, which I interpreted as a sign
of my engaging charm, when I explained
to them what a wonderful school number
I had. As a result it became my opening
gambit with most grown-ups I met. I
would go on to explain that it was
because, when we handed in our shoes to
the school cobbler with a numbered
luggage card tied to the laces (no slip ons
allowed then!), I always got my shoes
back, whereas others were returned the
wrong shoes as their school number had
been read upside down. Soon enough
though I understood the meaning of

soixante-neuf, but continued innocently
to regale my parents’ friends with a wry
smile of my very own.
I assume this innuendo has contributed
somewhat to 1969 becoming such an
iconic year and almost a brand in its own
right. But for Jonathan Wingate, our
contributing music editor, it is actually
just a momentously important year for
music. He takes us back, with a
fascinating insight, to this epoch-defining
age of Manson, the Moon Landing,
Woodstock, Vietnam and Abbey Road,
when James Delingpole was only four
years old, and just a sparkle in the eyes of
The Spectator. Delingpole’s children were
fortunate to have him as a father, as he
candidly explains in his charming and
instructive account of how in these
challenging times he managed to bring
them up to be good conservatives.
Adam Barker though was blessed with
a highly remarkable mother, who was in
fact a great Conservative. Baroness
Trumpington was one of the most
remarkable women of the 20th century
and very sadly died a year ago, aged 96.
She is remembered by Adam with great
love and humour, as she would have
completely approved. Trumpers, as she
was affectionately known, was no stranger
to Boisdale and was presented the
Boisdale Cigar Smoker of the Year Life
Time Achievement Award in 2014, at
which event she met Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger, with whom she became
quite besotted. I would like to think that
she might have been equally star struck by
the smouldering charm of Chris Noth,
who was our Cigar Smoker of the Year in
2018, and in this issue is cornered at

Boisdale of Belgravia by the irrepressible
Joanna Bell. In the resulting interview
Chris opines hilariously and poignantly
on tequila, #MeToo and Sex and the City
with consummate style and wit.
But if it is just unadulterated gorgeous
looks you’re after, and performance is
important, but not everything, please let
Adam Hay-Nicholls take you for a spin in
the finest vintage Aston Martins, and
transport you back in time to the one and
only time George Lazenby played James
Bond: it was of course in On Her
Majesty’s Secret Service – in 1969.

RANALD MACDONALD
Editor & Chief and founder of Boisdale
Restaurants and Bars

WELCOME TO BOISDALE
LONDON’S ORIGINAL RE STAUR ANT S & BARS

BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA

BOISDALE OF BISHOPSGATE

BOISDALE OF MAYFAIR
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BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

140 years have passed since Charles Jones and Sir James Crockett joined forces to create what is now regarded as one of the
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BOYNTON

A journalist of 30 years’
standing, Graham has
contributed to publications
including Vanity Fair, the
Washington Post, the
Financial Times and Esquire,
and is the former travel
editor of the Daily Telegraph.
For Boisdale Life, he reports
from the front line of the
pro-democracy protests in
Hong Kong on page 18.

MIKE ROBINSON

Arguably the country’s
best-known game chef, this
year Mike opened his new
restaurant, the Woodsman,
in Stratford-upon-Avon.On
page 52, he describes the
stalking of fallow deer, and
why game is so central to his
food philosophy.

TOM PARKER BOWLES

One of the country’s most accomplished
food writers, Tom Parker Bowles is the Mail
on Sunday’s restaurant critic, Esquire’s food
editor, a regular broadcaster and the author
of seven cookbooks. On page 28 he reveals
the origins of his love-affair with food: the
tuck shop at Eton.

ADAM HAY
NICHOLLS

A writer and photographer
specialising in motoring,
Formula One racing, travel and
adventure, Adam recounts his
recent visit to Aston Martin’s
old Newport Pagnell factory to
witness the resurrection of a
1960s classic on page 66.

boisdale
Twitter @boisdalelife
Instagram @boisdalelife
Web boisdalelife.com

ZOE STRIMPEL

Zoe is a columnist for the Sunday
Telegraph, an academic and a regular media
commentator on matters relating to gender,
dating and technology. The author of two
books on dating and singledom, with a third
to be published by Bloomsbury next year, on
page24 she ponders the problems affecting
sex in the 21st century.
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WHAT SUMMER 2019 LOOKED LIKE AT BOISDALE

EDITOR’S LUNCH & AWARDS 2019

from The Mail on Sunday

Stanley Johnson and Julia Hartley-Brewer of Talk Radio

Bill Knott of the Financial Times
for Food & Drink Article of the Year

Winner of the Boisdale Pursuits Article of the Year, Mark Palmer
of the Daily Mail (left), with Paul Schaafsma and Andrew Davies
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Boisdale Life’s
Editor-at-Large, Paddy Renouf

J U LES A NN A N

12 June: The great and the good of the
Boisdale Life community descended
on Canary Wharf for the third annual
Editor’s Lunch and Awards, in
association with aviation specialists
Jetfly. Our co-host and last year’s
Best Travel Column Win ner, Stanley
Johnson, gave a hilarious and timely
speech in which he told a delighted
room that he had just left his son
Boris’ (now successful) pitch to be the
new Prime Minister. “Someone said
I should be at Boris’ launch. I said,
‘No! I’m going to Boisdale for the best
lunch of the year.’’

LIFE & TIMES

William Sitwell of the Daily Telegraph celebrates his award for Table Talk
Article of The Year with Joanna Bell of the Mail on Sunday

Ranald, Jonathan Wingate (Music
Feature of the Year) and Joe Fattorini

Mark Hadsley-Chaplin (left) and Stanley Johnson (centre) congratulate General
Sir Peter Wall for winning Writer of the Year with Major General Mungo Melvin

The irreplaceable Mary Killen of
The Spectator and Gogglebox

Giles Hilton of Shepherd Neame (left) presents the award for Feature of the
Year to Bruce Anderson of The Spectator

No introductions necessary for Nancy Dell’Ollio and Andrew Marr
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BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN DINNER

25 June: Boisdale joined forces with Ardbeg whisky to mark the
705th anniversary of Robert the Bruce’s victory over the English with
a delectable dinner at Boisdale of Bishopsgate

Adam Barker, son of the late Baroness Trumphington

Fiona McIntyre (left) with the Captain of Clanranald
and Alice Macdonald

A very dashing Neil Stuke

The legendary James Cosmo breaks bread with
Her Excellency Mrs Teresita de Jesús Vicente Sotolongo

Peter and Zillah MacDonald
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E T IE N NE GI F F I LI A N

The Queen of the Blues, Rebecca Ferguson (left) with Boisdale’s Director of Music, Kavitha Rao

LIFE & TIMES

The Earl and Countess of Carnarvon
welcome guests to the party

ART HISTORY
LINK-UP

9 July: The Colnaghi Foundation hosted
a party to raise awareness for Art
History Link-Up’s charitable initiative
to provide opportunities for students
from diverse backgrounds to study Art
History. Professor Craig Clunas told
the guests that the students were
“one of the most engaged, lively, and
intellectually curious group of art
historians it has been my privilege to
work with, anywhere, ever”.

GIN AT THE CASTLE

6 September: Highclere Castle introduced its incredible gin to the
world with a sensational launch party in the grounds of the estate

Craig Clunas, Professor Emeritus of History of Art
at the University of Oxford

The Gatsby Girls do their thing

Rachel Wang (second from left), Chair of Art History
Link-Up and Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery

Highclere Castle (‘Downton Abbey’) in all its glory

Rupert Hambro (left) with Adam von
Gootkin of Highclere Castle Cigars

Robert Faulkner,Vice Chair of Trustees of Art
History Link-Up

H A N NA H GU TT E RI D GE

Nicholas Melillo of Highclere Castle Cigar Company
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CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’

17 July and 10 September: It was a summer of incredible
sunshine and even more incredible Californian wine
here at Boisdale, with a blind tasting dinner of Scottish
vs American lobster, steak, and cheese at Boisdale of
Mayfair before the launch of the Californian Collection
Terrace at Boisdale of Canary Wharf

Mail on
Sunday placates Benedict Spence

Ranald Macdonald (right) introduces
Edouard Baijot, Master of Wine

From left, Hannah Fagan, Edouard Baijot MW, and Marie Weiss with bottles

Julianna Hitchens of City AM

Judging begins for the blind tasting of USDA vs Scottish beef
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Richard Austin of Oakwood Insurance

B ERTI E WAT S ON

From left, Marta de Sampaio, Angela Perry, Shanti Davies and Natasha Drew

More investment solutions.
You.
aberdeenstandard.co.uk/connections

Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life Investments.
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Zoe Strimpel
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Stanley Johnson
says we all need to
save the whales

Q.E.D.

F RO M T U C K
S H O P TO
TO P TA B L E

T

Report

he backdrop is a glittering forest of skyscrapers – a
dramatic mix of the ultra-modern, embodied by IM
Pei’s Bank of China Tower and Cesar Pelli’s Cheung
Kong Centre, and the classic colonial, represented
by the Old Supreme Court Building and the Central Police
Station. I feel as if I’m on a Ridley Scott movie set. It is hard
to imagine a more surreal setting for the weekend riots that
have become an integral feature of life in Hong Kong.
The demonstrations start around the middle of the day as
an orderly procession of black-clad Hong Kongers, a veritable
tide of protestors pouring along the Central district’s main
streets, waving banners and chanting freedom slogans.
These are teachers, students, office workers, schoolchildren,
administrators, you name it. Many are marching with raised
umbrellas – a reference to the beginnings of this civilian
uprising in 2014, the so-called Umbrella Movement, which
lasted 80 days. Before October, when the authorities banned
wearing face masks, many would wear them to conceal their
identities and protect themselves against the inevitable tear

R E ADING THE
R I OT AC T
On the streets of Hong Kong, our writer
witnesses the anger and fear at the
heart of the Umbrella Movement protests
GR A H A M B OY N T O N
J o u r n a l i s t , a u t h o r, t r ave l
writer and consultant
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G E TT Y, G R A H A M BOY NTO N

P20

TABLE TALK

gas fusillades. They march past the
symbols of Hong Kong’s prosperity –
the famous Mandarin Oriental Hotel,
one of the most luxurious in the world;
designer boutiques such as Bulgari,
Valentino, and Fendi – and past the
posh restaurants. All in an atmosphere
of good-natured mass dissent.
Although at this stage of the demo
everything is calm, orderly and polite,
the luxury shops in the Landmark
Atrium shopping mall begin pulling
down their shutters and close for the
rest of the day as a precautionary
measure. In the Mall I come across a
long line of female demonstrators of all
ages, mainly dressed in the regulation
black, queuing politely and patiently
outside the public lavatories. At the
same time I see several protestors

freedoms associated with that – human
rights, freedom of speech and assembly,
and so on,” he says. “But they changed
their mind and now only political
candidates pre-approved by Beijing can
be elected. It was that announcement
that led to the Umbrella Movement.
“I’m afraid these brave young
citizens are doomed,” he says
ominously. “They are up against an
iron-fisted autocracy that is itching to
get involved and teach them a lesson.”
By early evening the iron fist makes
its appearance. Phalanxes of Hong
Kong police in full riot gear confront
the radicals in the demonstrators’
midst and pretty soon tear gas is being
fired, Molotov cocktails are being
thrown and an atmosphere of menace
envelops the streets. Out come water

“I’m afraid these brave young citizens are doomed,”
he says ominously. “They are up against an iron-fisted
autocracy that’s itching to teach them a lesson.”
clearing up litter after the main body
of the demonstration has passed by.
One group hold aloft American flags.
A young woman carrying a sign
imploring President Trump to “liberate
Hong Kong and defend our
constitution” asks me earnestly why
the West has not intervened on their
behalf. I have no answer and my heart
goes out to them. They’re eager to tell
foreign spectators that they’re
protesting at the erosion of personal
liberties being visited on them by the
mainland Chinese government.
Although the trigger for this current
uprising was the unpopular Chief
Executive Carrie Lam’s imposition of
a criminal extradition bill, introduced
without proper consultation,
discontent has been brewing for years.
The “one country, two systems”
principle was supposed to prevail
until 2047. But according to a lawyer
friend who has worked in Hong Kong
for the past 30 years, the Chinese
government is obsessed with
controlling Hong Kong and has been
gradually eroding the freedoms that
were agreed with the British prior to
the 1997 handover.
“They agreed to preserve the law
and the independent judiciary, all the

canons spouting blue dye. So-called
‘raptors’ – Special Tactical Squad
officers – swarm out from police lines,
grabbing protestors, beating them with
truncheons, and hauling them to jail.
“It’s too violent now. Too dangerous,”
a limo driver, who asks not to be
identified, tells me. “I have three kids
and they’re not marching now. Three
months ago my wife was marching. But
I told her she was too fat to run away
from the police and now she’s stopped.”
There is a lot of local resentment
against mainland Chinese, he says.
“After 1997 they came here and bought
all the property and pushed up the
prices. The Chinese authorities want
the Hong Kong schools to have their
lessons in Mandarin but we are
international and we speak English
here. Everything is changing,” he sighs.
The presence of China looms large
– just across the border in Shenzhen
there has been a build up of People’s
Liberation Army troops and armoured
equipment, with The New York Times
reporting that 12,000 police officers,
tanks, helicopters, and amphibious
vehicles are now in place. And the
question is being widely mooted as to
whether many of the Molotov-throwing
provocateurs are, in fact, undercover
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government agents tasked with upping
the stakes and thus allowing Beijing to
bring in the hard-line troops from
across the border.
All of this is doing significant
damage to the Hong Kong economy.
Tourism is down by 40 per cent on last
year, and forward bookings for 2020
look dire. Two of the bespoke tailors
I visit say their orders are down 60 per
cent. And over two days in August,
while the demonstrators were causing
disruption at Hong Kong International
airport, hundreds of flights in and out
had to be cancelled, making a bad
economic situation even worse.
I can’t help but feel great sympathy
for the people of Hong Kong. This is
both a brave expression of their need
for democracy and an economic suicide
note. What the majority of Hong Kong’s
eight million citizens fear is that this
unrest will scupper the economy. The
signs are already there – the tourist
industry is on its knees and hotels are
running at below 50 per cent
occupancy with newly opened hotels
such as the 400-room Rosewood having
single-digit occupancy and the spectre
of having to lay off many of its staff.
It’s all very well for The New York
Times’s mildly absurd correspondent
Nick Kristoff to wander around the
demonstrators wearing a crash helmet,
pontificating about freedom of
expression when he’ll be flying home to
his Manhattan apartment and spending
the following weekend at dinner
parties in the Hamptons, regaling his
admiring companions with tales of
front-line reporting. The way things
are going, the demonstrators and their
families may well be out of work in
a few months time. Then what price
their political freedom?
I leave Hong Kong with a heavy heart
and overwhelming sense of foreboding.
A Ridley Scott movie set it may be, but
this is a story without a happy ending.

TABLE TALK

T

he sun was starting to set
over the glimmering
Saudi Arabian desert as
the RAF aircrews
prepared the Tornado GR1
warplanes for take-off. It was
January 1991, and the fleet of
Tornados was in the vanguard of
the effort to liberate Kuwait
following the Iraqi invasion.
This was a long-awaited
baptism of fire for the Tornado.
From low-level bombing raids to
destroying Iraqi airstrips and
knocking out military
installations, it was in fact the
plane’s first combat operation
since entering service in the late
1970s. As an officially designated
war correspondent with the RAF,
I was able to witness first-hand its
impressive firepower, as well as
the exceptional bravery of the
aircrew against a well-armed and
resolute opposition.
It is easy to forget that in the
opening salvoes of that conflict,
success for the allies was by no
means guaranteed. The bombing
raids involved flying at 200 feet at
supersonic speed in the middle of
the night – and even though the
aircrews did their best to maintain
the element of surprise, the Iraqis
soon got used to their targets, and
before long the RAF was sustaining
serious losses.
I recall interviewing one young
flight lieutenant shortly after he
returned to base following a
mission in which a Tornado was
shot down. “You do it the first time
because you don’t know what you
are letting yourself in for,” he told
me, matter-of-factly. “But once you
have felt what it’s like to have a
whole nation trying to kill you,
you don’t particularly want to
repeat the experience.”
Nevertheless, they bravely
continued. The RAF lost a total
of eight aircraft during combat
operations, and was ordered to
conduct future missions from a
safer height, where they could not
be targeted so easily.
By winning its battle honours
in Iraq, this was the moment the
Tornado really came of age and
proved its worth as the mainstay

Defence

FA R E W E L L TO A N
RAF STA LWA RT
After 40 years’ service, the remarkable
RAF jet that took the fight to Saddam
Hussein has finally been retired

CON
C OUG H L I N
Journalist and
a u t h o r, a n d
defense editor
for The Daily
Te l e g r a p h

of the RAF’s fleet of fighter aircraft.
Powered by two Rolls-Royce
engines, the Tonka, as it
affectionately came to be known,
was originally conceived at the
height of the Cold War to race as
fast as possible to a designated
target and deliver death and
destruction to the enemy.
Its initial objective was to
destroy the swarms of Soviet
tanks that were supposed to
sweep across the German plain
in the event of the outbreak of
a conventional conflict between
Moscow and the West. In the
event of a nuclear confrontation
they could be armed with nuclear
weapons to drop a little bucket
of sunshine – to use the military
slang – on enemy targets.
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Some of the onboard equipment
was more suitable for display in a
museum: Aircrews were still using
VHS cassettes for missions against
Islamic State targets in Syria
earlier this year. But pilots also
reported that, flying at 400 knots
while dodging through trees and
fields, the fighter was smooth and
quiet to operate.
The prototype version of the
aircraft, the Tornado GR1, entered
service in 1979. However, for the
Falklands War in 1982, military
chiefs preferred the more versatile,
ship-launched Harrier jump jet.
Having demonstrated its abilities
in the Gulf War, the Tornado was
deployed almost continuously for
the next two decades in all the
world’s major conflict zones. For
most of the 1990s it was responsible
for patrolling the no-fly zones
established over northern and
southern Iraq at the end of the Gulf
war, occasionally engaging in air-toair combat with Iraqi MiGs or
attacking Saddam’s ground-based
air defences.
It also made decisive
contributions to allied
interventions in the Balkans in the
1990s, and was crucial to the
success of the more recent military
interventions in Iraq and
Afghanistan. And in 2011, the
upgraded Tornado GR4 was at the
forefront of the aerial campaign
against Libya, where its expert
delivery of the RAF’s new
generation of laser-guided
weapons proved to be a decisive
factor in the tyrant Colonel
Muammar Gadaffi’s demise.
Indeed, the RAF’s battlehardened Tornados were still flying
combat missions against Islamic
State terrorists right up until they
were finally withdrawn from
service earlier this year. The last
warplane returned to its base at
RAF Marnham, Norfolk, in March.
To the locals, the Tornado was
known as the Norfolk land shark,
a reference to the enormous tail fin
they occasionally glimpsed
passing just above the trees. And,
as the final aircraft taxied to her
hangar, they knew they would
never see her like again.

TABLE TALK

G E TT Y I MAG E S , IL L U S T R AT I O N : MA RT I N K IN G D O M

S

ex is in trouble. Despite
its apparent ubiquity in
the media, from dating
apps to Love Island, we
are actually having less of it and
seem to be enjoying it less than
ever before. Strangely, that’s
especially the case among young
adults. In the States, research has
shown the proportion of
Americans aged between 18 and
29 who reported having zero sex
between 2008 and 2018 doubled
to 23 per cent – a bigger
proportion than the over-50s.
What’s true there is almost
certainly true here, too.
In a world in which dating is
now done almost exclusively by
app, the manoeuvring required
to turn digital profiles into flesh
and blood encounters has become
a running joke. More seriously, a
generation has come of age
programmed to ‘swipe right’
jadedly past face after face – and
it shows. It shows in the angry,
bossy or monosyllabic profiles
exhibited in the apps, in the way
‘ghosting’ (suddenly disappearing,
possibly forever) has become a
perfectly legitimate exit from
a developing relationship, and in
the apparent boredom or even
reluctance with which sex is now
greeted. In the US research, what
sent eyebrows soaring highest was
this: Far more young men were
going bonk-free than women, with
rates tripling to 29 per cent.
Young men, traditionally the
lustiest demographic, are either
declining sex, point blank, or are
too confused about how to
approach it to actually do so. Late
August saw the updated Englishlanguage translation, with much
fanfare, of Respect: Everything a
Guy Needs to Know about Sex,
Love and Consent, a manual
aimed at teenage boys. Its author,
Inti Chavez Perez, saw how sorely
the new generation of young men
need help, crippled as they are by
a mixture of physical insecurity
and porn-induced misconceptions
about real-life intimacy. No
wonder, in this climate of miserable
doubt, men in their 20s and 30s are
increasingly suffering from erectile
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TUNE IN, TURN OFF
Forget about the joy of sex. Netf lix
addiction, woke culture and dating
apps have made getting it on a chore
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dysfunction. Cosmopolitan
magazine noted this phenomenon
in a survey: “There are a lot more
millennial men experiencing [it]
than we all thought.”
Meanwhile, other recent
studies have suggested that an
addiction to the likes of Netflix
and Amazon Prime streaming
services, as well as the rise of
online gaming, is killing off action
in the bedroom. And while you
could hardly bemoan a remarkable
statistic, revealed last year, that
teenage pregnancy rates in Britain
have fallen by 55 per cent in the
last decade, the reasons given were
revealing, too. It’s not just because
kids are suddenly more judicious
in their use of birth control, but
because ‘lifestyle changes’ are
meaning they simply stay at home.
In fact, the nearest most of today’s
teenagers get to fooling around is
some illicit sexting from their
parents’ sofas (really).
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Who can blame them, when
they have not just the horrors of
the online dating world to look
forward to, but the havoc that
political correctness is reaping
on the joy of a hook-up? Sex used
to be shrouded in mystery and
excitement. Yet thanks to the
extension of wokeness into the
bedroom, combined with the will
to explore all predilections, the
erotic has become an exhausting
parade of skills and wants,
requiring ever-greater willingness
to break new ground, try new
things and push new boundaries.
Mainstream dating apps are
awash with people identifying
as ‘ethically non-monogamous’,
‘ethically polyamorous’,
‘monogamish’, ‘a-romantic’ (not
desirous of a romantic
relationship), pansexual (attracted
to all genders, sexualities and
sexual identities), sapiosexual
(turned on by intelligence),
heteroflexible (mostly or
sometimes heterosexual). It’s like a
clearing house of kink – whatever
happened to a sense of mystery?
Being able to pinpoint every
desire, need and gradation of
comfort may have streamlined the
orgasm process, and opened some
horizons, but it’s also terrible for
sexiness. Perhaps it’s unsurprising
that the endless chatter and
adjustment now required for an
enlightened sexual encounter, the
calibration of the needs and wants
of partners in real time, has taken
a toll on the erotic life. For this, a
certain amount of shutting up and
getting on with it is handy, but
increasingly impossible. Foucault
was right: Sex is the secret that is
never fully told. Never have we
tried harder and more
loquaciously to out its riddles.
Sixty years since the dawn of
the sexual revolution, today’s
generation find themselves lost in
a frosty romantic hinterland of
wants and taxonomies, animated
by power-play rather than passion;
kink rather than personality. That’s
for those of them who can still be
bothered. Unprecedented
numbers, as the data make all too
clear, simply can’t.
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poor people driven into fuel
poverty by skyrocketing energy
prices; about the birds and bats
slaughtered by wind turbines;
about the poor walruses which
weren’t driven to commit suicide
over the cliff by ‘climate change’,
but were more likely panicked into
a fatal stampede by the film crew...

1. Goad them sparingly
One of the few pleasures of having
teenage children – perhaps,
indeed, the only one – is the joy
of teasing them mercilessly about
their hygiene, their dietary habits,
their untidiness, their lumpen

Parenting

RAISING THEM
RIG HT
Sage advice for those whose
politically radical teenagers are
proving to be a nightmare
JA M E S
DELI NGPOLE
Wr i t e r, j o u r n a l i s t a n d c o l u m n i s t
for The Spectator

ingratitude, their incomprehensible memes, and their
half-baked political insights. Just be mindful that it all
goes in the Ledger: the mental list of grievances your
children are storing up as justification for embracing
the kind of politics most calculated to annoy you.
2. Take the moral high ground
Teenagers aren’t interested in facts: it’s all about
‘muh feelings’. Therefore, do not waste time trying
to wear them down with evidence or logic. Socialism
is geared towards the emotions, not the intellect, so,
tailor your arguments accordingly. On climate
change, for example, don’t bother with the science or
the economics. Instead, express concern about those
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4. Dads: You will never win
on feminism
Should you be lucky enough to be
blessed with a teenage daughter,
there is a 99.99 per cent
likelihood that she considers
herself a feminist. You should be
too, Dad, she’ll girlsplain to you,
because feminism just means
“believing in equal rights for men
and women”. Do not, under any
circumstances, try to debate with
her on this one. Like the use of
hair straighteners, this is one
of those girl issues that you will
never win. The debate is over.
We boys have lost. Accept this
and concentrate your forces on
taking territory that it is still
possible to conquer.

IL L U S T RAT IO N : MA RT I N K IN G D O M

I

t’s the moment every parent
dreads. “Dad. There’s
something I have to tell you.
I can’t live a lie any longer.
I’m in love with Jeremy Corbyn.”
Except, of course, in real life
they don’t put it nearly so politely.
Instead, they dump their politics on
you as a fait accompli. Everything
that you believe is hateful, wrong,
embarrassing. Everything they
believe is right, true and pure. But it
doesn’t have to be this way. I know
because somehow, miraculously, I
have bucked the trend.
Not one of my three children is
a card-carrying leftist. Things may
change when the youngest (18)
goes to ‘uni’, but I doubt it. It’s
possible, that through a mix of
hidden genius and pure dumb
luck, I have found the magic
formula that prevents one’s
offspring turning into raging little
Trots, thus giving us all hope for
the future. Let me share with you
my top tips.

3. Keep it personal
Probably the world’s best hope
right now for deradicalising our
youth is Charlie Kirk’s charity,
Turning Point, which helps
students on campus discover their
inner conservative. The secret,
Kirk has discovered, is framing
your argument in the right way.
Many students swing left because
it’s all they’ve ever been taught.
Like the BBC, which luckily
hardly anyone under 25 even
bothers with any more, their
default position is that the
government’s job (helped, of
course, by its magic money tree)
is to make everything better by
doing more and more. So ask
them, based on their personal
experiences with officialdom,
how likely they think it will be
that contracting out still more
work and responsibility to the
sclerotic, rude, inefficient,
work-shy, stubborn, authoritarian,
unsympathetic public sector is
going to deliver the new Jerusalem
they’ve been promised.
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5. Don’t send them to Eton (or
Winchester, or Westminster)
One of the disappointments with
public schools these days is how
oppressively woke they are. Not
even Eton is safe. Indeed, it’s
probably one of the worst
offenders because it trains its
pupils in the chameleon skills
needed to accommodate the
fashionable idiocies of the day, like
identity politics, ‘sustainability’
and other such nonsense. If you
still want to risk it – as I did, for
the tailcoat and the connections
and the troll points – there’s
always the possibility that your
boy will turn into a maverick,
contra mundum Orwell rather
than another identikit lefty like
Shelley. Otherwise, I’d recommend
somewhere more provincial like
my alma mater, Malvern. Yes, like
all such schools it has its share of
lefty teachers. But the largely
conservative pupils – coming on
the whole from solid shires
backgrounds – tend to see it as
their job to make these teachers’
lives misery rather than to imbibe
their dodgy politics.

drizzly picnics in the Highlands
heather (for to be born British is, of
course, to have won life’s lottery);
make them write thank-you letters.
Yes, they may still go through a
Corbynista phase, but every fibre
of their being will shriek at the
cognitive dissonance of it all and
sooner or later upbringing will out
and normal service resume.
8. Splash the cash
This may seem counterintuitive.
Surely there is no greater incentive
to a life of feckless socialism than
the cushion of being bankrolled by
Daddy? Yes, indeed. But parental
largesse serves two key purposes.
First, as the last enduring element
of influence you have over your
offspring (to be withdrawn only
in extremis); secondly to reinforce
in their silly, idealistic little heads
the fundamental notion that
abundance and freedom of choice
are things that conservatives value
but which socialists just want to
steal away from you.

6. Move to the country
If you want your child to grow up
believing that men too can have
periods or that white people
(“wypipo” as they’d probably
pronounce it, in a Sarf London
grime accent) need to check their
privilege, then stay living in
London. If not, get out of town,
sharpish. Do not, under any
circumstances, delude yourself that
moving to Brighton, Bristol or Bath
constitutes ‘getting out of town’.

9. Chill
Obviously don’t try to be ‘down
wiv da kidz’ – they’ll only mock.
But it does help, in my experience,
if you don’t give them too much
to rebel against. On sex, drugs
and rock’n’roll, for example, be
understanding rather than
disapproving. Keep the lines of
communication open so that they
feel comfortable talking to you
about stuff. This has the added
bonus that all their friends will tell
them how amazingly relaxed and
cool their Dad is, thus bolstering
your authority.

7. Lead by example
Show, not tell! Raise your children
– in an Old Rectory, ideally – in
a quintessentially conservative
environment. Take them to church;
go on long family walks; make sure
that they can ride, shoot, ski, sail,
double spey cast; eat plenty of red
meat, cooked rare; watch Where
Eagles Dare and Zulu; play board
games, literary games; ensure that
some of their best holiday
memories involve wild swimming
in the Wye, surfing at Bantham,

10. Be patient
Despite all I’ve said, the main
reason my kids didn’t turn out left
wing is because I got lucky. If
you’re not so fortunate, don’t
despair – almost all the young go
through a socialist phase. Happily
most of them grow out of it when
their first tax bill arrives; and if
not, then when they see how
rubbish the local school is and
realise they’re going to have to
go private. “Er, Dad. There’s
something I need to ask you...”
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Conservation

GETTING THE HUMP
Stanley Johnson is concerned by
Japan’s plans to resume commercial
whaling in its own waters

A

t the end of July, I flew to Ningaloo, on
Western Australia’s Coral Coast, where
the coral reef comes right up to the
shoreline. Less than a week after my
eldest son became Prime Minister, I was sitting on
the veranda of Sal Salis Safari Camp, a glass of
merlot in hand, watching the humpback whales
breaching and spouting a hundred yards off-shore.
An Aussie friend had told me that, if I was
lucky, Ningaloo would provide views of Australia’s
Big Three: humpback whales, whale sharks and
giant manta rays. Well, I was lucky. I swam with
a whale-shark, and watched manta rays barrelrolling and occasionally leaping from the water
with extraordinary aerodynamic prowess.
This stretch of ocean is a super-highway for the
humpbacks, as they leave Antarctic waters for the
balmier seas further north. Around 40,000 migrate
past here each year, and I saw a host of them,
sometimes so close that, as they spouted, I’d get a
stomach-turning whiff of what they had for lunch.
So it was pleasing to hear, while there, that Japan
was to end its so-called ‘scientific whaling’ in
Antarctic waters. I remember, back in 1972,
marching through Stockholm at the first United
Nations Environment Conference, shouting “Save
the Whale!” The international ban on whalehunting came in eventually, but Japan found the
famous ‘scientific’ loophole and simply carried on.
The announcement changes things, but we can’t
pop champagne corks yet. Japan, though retiring
from Antarctic waters, has decided to resume
commercial whaling in its own waters, even
though the domestic demand for whale-meat
continues to decline towards zero. There is still
no humane way to kill a whale.
Up till now, the UK government – backed by
public opinion – has taken a strongly pro-whale
line, supporting the international ban and
encouraging EU colleagues to do the same. I can
only hope that, post-Brexit, this continues. I am
not so sure. A free-trade agreement between the UK
and Japan is being mooted. Will Japanese whaling
and whale-meat become a bargaining chip in a
UK-Japan FTA, like chlorinated chicken?
I am old enough to remember eating whale-meat
for breakfast post-war. Rationing went on till 1951
as I remember, but whale-meat was allowed to be
sold ‘off ration’. Whale-meat again, some not so
sunny day? What a thought.
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he rich are getting richer
and the poor are getting
poorer. This assertion has
become so widespread
that more than half the British
public believe it to be fact. Whoever
has been spreading this message
has certainly done a good job. Its
only flaw is that, on almost any
reading of the data, it isn’t accurate.
Winston Churchill famously
observed that a lie gets halfway
round the world before the truth
has got its boots on. So, let’s get our
boots on, tie up our laces, and nail
the lie. Many today want to believe
the absolute worst of everything,
from climate destruction to Brexit
uncertainty to the plight of the
disadvantaged. I hope to persuade
you that the world is a better and
more equal place than you think.
The standard measure of
differences in income used by
economists is the Gini coefficient. It
can theoretically fluctuate between
0 and 1. A zero score means that
everyone has exactly the same
annual earnings, while an outcome
of one means a single individual
gets all of the income in society and
the rest of us get nothing.
It is true that in the UK in the
1980s, incomes became more
unequal. The Gini coefficient rose
from about 0.25 to about 0.34 over
a decade. However, it’s important
to realise that while the rich were
indeed getting richer, the poor were
not actually getting poorer. Joe
Average saw his income rise over
the 1980s, as did Johnny Struggling.
They just didn’t see their position
improve quite as much, in
percentage terms, as Billy Affluent.
Since the early 1990s though,
the Gini coefficient in Britain has
essentially flatlined. If anything,
incomes are a bit more equal than
they were 25 years ago. The
financial crisis did a lot to reduce
inequality: everyone suffered, but
the rich tended to suffer more than
most. If a more equal, rather than
a more prosperous, society is your
goal, you should probably wish for
another banking crash.
In Britain, we ask the affluent to
shoulder a greater share of the tax
burden than ever before. The top 1

Economics

THE BOTTOM 99
Yes the 1 per cent are eye-wateringly
wealthy, but the rest of us aren’t as
badly off as we’ve been led to believe

MARK
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per cent of earners now contribute
a quarter of all income tax receipts.
The top 10 per cent pay more than
half the total income tax bill.
Perhaps it isn’t income, but
wealth, that worries the equality
campaigners. The ultra-rich might
not be earning more every year, but
if their capital assets rise ever
upwards, this is unacceptable to
anyone living hand-to-mouth.
It is certainly true that there are
more billionaires in the world than
ever before. By some estimates, a
new billionaire is created every two
days. Every year, Oxfam – which
has tragically morphed from a
poverty-relief charity into a
left-wing campaigning organisation
– releases a report to shock us about
the colossal levels of wealth in the
hands of a select few mega-rich
individuals. They typically conjure
a jaw-dropping figure about the
richest ten people in the world
being worth more than the bottom
50 per cent of the world population.
There are many reasons to treat
these eye-catching statements with
a bucket of salt. Not least is the
stunning statistic that over half the
global population is under 30. As
a general rule, we don’t tend to
accumulate many assets by age
30. We would expect the combined
wealth of the planet’s under-30s to
be pretty small and far below the
combined wealth of the older half.
In fact, more than a quarter of the
human race is under 14. We can
reasonably expect them to have no
wealth at all. If you are a moderately
affluent Brit, who owns your own
house and has a reasonable savings
portfolio, then you could well be
wealthier than the bottom 10 or 20
per cent of the world’s population,
simply because children don’t own
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much. This isn’t very surprising
and certainly isn’t a moral outrage.
In a sensibly functioning
economy, we should expect to find
considerable wealth inequality. In
the early years of our working life,
we seek to clear debts. We typically
start to accrue wealth as our careers
develop and our earnings improve.
Hopefully, we start saving for our
pensions. We’d expect our overall
wealth to peak at some point in our
mid-60s. At this stage, we are likely
to be reducing our working hours
and earnings and depleting our
capital until we finally shuffle off
this mortal coil – hopefully many
years later. If people in their early
60s are not enormously wealthier
than people in their mid-20s, we
have a problem. We should not
merely expect a massive wealth
inequality between these cohorts,
we should actively welcome it.
Of course, the eye-wateringly
rich are well beyond having to
worry about their pensions. Bill
Gates has more money than he
could ever spend on himself and
his family and is therefore choosing
to give much of it away. But is it
really a problem that there are more
billionaires than ever before?
Assuming their affluence is borne
of entrepreneurial genius rather
than, say, extracting £5 a year from
every African family at gunpoint,
then they are adding enormously to
global prosperity. In fact, although
the money made by Microsoft,
Google, and Amazon is huge, it
amounts to a small fraction of the
overall boost to the wider economy
from their products and services.
The claim that the rich get richer
while the poor get poorer is
groundless. We need to be highly
selective about the data we use to
make such claims stand up to
scrutiny and ensure there are no
vested interests in persuading us
that things are far worse than they
are. The world is getting richer for
nearly everyone and for the first
time in history we are tantalisingly
close to eradicating extreme
poverty altogether. That is thanks to
the rise of global trade, capitalism,
and free markets. Don’t let doommongers persuade you otherwise.

M

aybe it was Boris
Johnson’s ultimatum
after the summer
recess, when he urged
MPs to back him so that his EU
negotiators could work “without
that sword of Damocles over their
necks”. Maybe it was the Irish
Taoiseach’s comeback a week later,
when he claimed that Ireland
wanted to be Johnson’s “Athena”
– a reference to the Greek goddess
who intervened when the hero
Heracles had gone mad and
slaughtered his own children. Or
maybe it was Brexiteer members
of the European Research Group
finally getting journalists to adopt
their self-aggrandising nickname
and refer to them as “the Spartans”.
Whatever the trigger, this
autumn has been a revelation to
me. Because for the first time in
15 years, I don’t have to justify to
anyone why I studied Classics.
It wasn’t about reciting endless
grammar tables. The language isn’t
the point – it’s the key to unlocking
the secret diaries of ancient
Europe. And once you start down
that road, you find a few surprises.
Take democracy. Ancient
Greece is hailed as being the
“cradle of democracy”: a
civilisation that defied monarchic
rule in favour of liberal egality,
centuries ahead of its time. In fact,
democracy wasn’t a ‘Greek’
concept, but a specifically
Athenian one – it bewildered the
other ancient Hellenic cities. And
while Greek civilisation spanned
centuries, the Athenian democracy
experiment – in which only male
citizens over 20 could vote – lasted
barely 170 years. Its idea that every
voter got a say on every issue was
largely unworkable and open to
corruption. Remind you of much?
As it happens, the risk of
populist leaders bribing or
manipulating hapless citizens was
a constant cause of concern among
ancient writers, from Plato to
Aristophanes to Thucydides. The
same arguments – that people
didn’t know what they were voting
for – featured then as now.
Or take immigration. Rome was
an empire of immigrants, with a
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proudly dusting off her old textbooks
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concerted effort to assimilate
foreigners – including several
famous emperors – under its
umbrella. Emperor Caracalla,
himself of Arab origin, even
decreed in 212AD that all free men
living within the empire were
automatically Roman citizens.
Then there was the sex. People
may think of the acceptance of
homosexuality as a modern
phenomenon, but it was common
for men to have relationships with
men in the ancient world. Plato
considered these far purer than
liaisons with women.
While I’ve forgotten much,
a few choice tidbits have stayed
with me. The word ‘fascism’
derives from ‘fasces’ – the bundle
of rods carried by officials to
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signify authority – which was also
a slang word for penis. My
dissertation on courtesans in Latin
poetry was technically
pornography (literally ‘writings
about prostitutes’). And I once
scandalised a prospective
boyfriend by informing him that
I had a problem with polyamory
– the word was half-Greek (‘poly’)
and half-Latin (‘amor’).
But there was always a serious
side to it, too. Classics, from the
first Latin verb table I ever glanced
at to earning a Masters for my work
on female sexual agency in elegiac
poetry, has shaped how I see the
world today – particularly when it
comes to the political upheavals
we are witnessing.
There is power in using Classics
as the basis of rhetoric and identity
– as Boris Johnson well knows. But
there is also power in knowing
how the ancient world fitted
together, and drawing a path from
the inconsistencies and arguments
of millennia ago with how society
views itself today.
So if Classics to you was dusty
books and boring teachers droning
on about ablative absolutes, let me
encourage you to start over. If you
want a crash course in how a
nation torn apart by bitter political
divisions forges a new foundation
myth for itself, go read Virgil’s
Aeneid. If you want to learn how a
fixation with ideology and inability
to compromise tears families and
societies apart, watch Sophocles’
Antigone. Wondering where Boris
learnt his rhetoric? Try just about
any speech by Cicero.
Oh, and the next time you’re
in Rome and walk past the
imposing Pantheon, note the giant
inscription that declares: “M
AGRIPPA L F COS TERTIVM
FECIT” – “Marcus Agrippa built
this”. He didn’t – it was built over
150 years after him by Hadrian,
who wanted to associate his
regime with the nostalgia for
Rome’s golden age.
If you think we have a problem
with fake news now, at least we’re
not etching it into our civic
buildings. I guess that’s what
you call progress.

M A RT I N K IN G D O M
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he scenes look vaguely
comic now: hordes of
young men in stonewash
denim, many with
fulsome moustaches, cigarette
lighters held aloft, clambering over
lumps of crumbling concrete on a
chilly Berlin evening. At that
moment thirty years ago, as The
Wall came apart, entry to the West
for GDR citizens held out the
excitements of economic freedom,
liberation from the most closely
surveilled state on the planet, and
the chance to eat at McDonalds.
But to many, one of the true allures
of the West was its soundtrack.
In the GDR, with just one
state-owned record company,and
no official access to new music
that wasn’t sanctioned by state
‘listening committees’, music fans
would listen, at some risk, to the
RIAS station run by the Americans
from their sector of Berlin. Groups
were secretly formed, and often
forcibly disbanded.
In Anna Funder’s book,
Stasiland, charting life in the GDR,
former East German pop star Klaus
Renft recalled how his eponymous
group was forced to perform in
front of a committee in 1975. The
committee’s response was abrupt:
“You don’t exist anymore.”
But those living within hearing
distance of the Berlin Wall could
hear the elusive sounds of the free
world, whether they wanted to or
not. In 1987, crowds gathered on
the ‘other’ side of the wall to hear
David Bowie playing live. A year
later the GDR authorities allowed
both Bob Dylan and Bruce
Springsteen to play concerts inside
East Germany itself. The idea was
to use the concerts as a safety valve
for frustrated natives; the result
was a swell in confidence against
the regime, as tens of thousands of
East Germans sang ‘Born in the
USA’ with The Boss.
None of this could happen now
could it? Conventional wisdom
suggests that in the era of
conveyor-belt pop and the smooth
blandishments of Adele and Ed
Sheeran, the incendiary days of
John and Yoko being wire tapped
by the FBI, Marvin Gaye agitating
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THE P OW ER OF
T HE P OP
Thirty years after it soundtracked
the fall of the Berlin Wall, pop music
is still able to agitate and provoke
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against Vietnam and the Sex
Pistols gobbing on the flyblown
austerity of 1970s Britain could
never be repeated.
Actually, it’s exactly this kind
of wobbly thinking that ages us
prematurely. If you believe pop
music offers no protest these days,
it’s likely that you’ve just got older
and stopped listening. But do not
fear. Help is at almost effortless
hand here. Be reassured: Not only
is pop music in rude health right
now, it’s also every bit as
provocative, attritional and
statement-making as it ever was.
Even better, social media means
pop’s power to provoke to
gargantuan global audiences has
never been more potent.
Matt Healy, frontman of current
hottest-band-around, The 1975,
recently made global headlines by
kissing a male audience member
on the lips during a gig in Dubai,
in defiance of the UAE’s restrictive
laws. Sergei Shnurov, far and away
the biggest rock star in Russia
today, has long flicked his finger
at Vladimir Putin’s regime, most
notably by standing in front of the
Russian Duma (its parliament) to
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publicly denounce its stifling of
free expression. In Hong Kong,
Canto-Pop mega-star Denise Ho
has become a full-scale activist,
telling a conference in Melbourne
in August that citizens of Hong
Kong are living in a ‘police state’
and speaking out against the
Chinese propaganda machine.
And although Taylor Swift’s
lyrics are hardly a call to man the
barricades en masse, be in no
doubt as to the impact she had
upon a younger American
demographic when she sang
“American glory has faded before
me, Now I’m feeling hopeless,” on
her latest album.
Last year, Childish Gambino’s
hit, ‘This is America’, distilled the
issues of gun violence and race
relations into a searing blast of
anger and confusion. Best of all is
rapper Kendrick Lamar’s ‘Alright’,
now four years old but perhaps the
most forceful piece of anthemic
pop for a generation. Its message:
For black people to change the
world, first they have to survive
the present injustices. The “We
goin’ be alright!” refrain itself
became the soundtrack of the
Black Lives Matter movement.
It’s the ‘Give Peace a Chance’ for
our times, and, like Lennon’s
sing-a-long and the best
politically-charged hits, it has the
combination of antagonistic heft,
impeccable craftsmanship and
populist appeal that truly has the
ability to frighten those who get in
the way of the message.
Beyond Ed and Adele, pop still
has the power, and can still be the
soundtrack to change.

Eating

FROM TUCK SHOP TO TOP TABLE
A sentimental journey through the greasy snacks and sugary
treats of his Eton schooldays makes one writer misty-eyed

I

was the most unremarkable of
students. Distinctly average
in the classroom, and distinctly
awful on the playing fields, I
slipped between the gaps, a ghost in
the machine. I couldn’t paint a door,
let alone a picture, while my musical
skills would empty the room. In
short, my Eton career was markedly
inglorious; a drab thread in that most
rich and venerable of tapestries. One
thing I could do well, though, was
eat. Not so much in my house,
despite my housemaster being a
noted gourmand. Nor even in the
fast-food fleshpots of Windsor, where
I once saw a friend eat his weight in
the ‘All-You-Can-Eat-Tuesday’ Pizza
Hut special. No, it was within the
starkly utilitarian walls of Rowlands,
the school tuck shop, with its worn
lino floor, where I truly excelled.
Here – among the Milk Gums and
Fizzy Cola Bottles, the pear drops,
Wham Bars, Stingers, Black Jacks,
candy cigarettes and Fruit Salads –
I triumphed. Rowlands comprised
two rooms; the main one, where one
entered, had a gleaming, glass-fronted
counter – a barrier between greedy
boys and saintly staff. Behind it was
classic confectionery: chocolate bars,
Chewits, Fruit Pastilles and the like.
On shelves lining the walls were
rows of sweet-shop jars: Aniseed
Twists, Acid Drops, Sherbet Lemons,
Fizz Bombs, Pontefract Cake and
Kola Kubes, all bought by the quarter,
twisted neatly in a white paper bag.
Away from the sugary spectacle
were two plastic banquettes where
you could loiter with merry intent.
This was priority seating, based on
seniority and loyalty. The longer you
spent here, the more right you had to
sit down. I always had a seat.
To the right were two steps down
into the back room where there was
a racing game (was it OutRun?), and

T O M PA R K E R
B OW L E S
F o o d w r i t e r,
food critic and
a u t h o r o f s eve n
cookbooks

a television where, on Saturdays,
we’d sit, glued to Baywatch. On the
dot of 6pm, the whole school fell
silent as 800 boys gazed, transfixed,
at Pamela Anderson and Erica
Eleniak bouncing down that beach.
Sweets and red swimsuits were
just the start, though. Rowlands also
offered Brown Cows – a block of
vanilla ice cream plonked into a pint
of Coke – and McCain Microwave
Chips, which seemed at the very
cutting edge of modern foodservice
technology. The microwave burger
was less satisfying – grim and stolid,
with a squelch of plastic cheese and
gritty meat. We loved it all the same.
Best of all, though, was the Rowlands
bacon roll. Forget madeleines, dear
reader, because this was the truly
evocative taste of my youth, available
for the briefest 15-minute window at
Chambers, a morning break between
the third and fourth lesson.
I often ran from the other side of
school to ensure I got my fix, where
I’d join the scrum, pushing, ducking
and diving my way to the front. Like
the half-time bar at a football match,
it was every man for himself and
could get dirty, with shoves, screams,
or even a fist fight. When we came
within earshot, “Bacon with, please,
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Mrs Cripps” was the cri de guerre,
meaning a bacon roll with ketchup,
picked from a great pile in the metal
warmer, and half-wrapped in a
napkin. Sure, there were sausage
sandwiches too, but crisp, smoked
back bacon on a thickly buttered,
slightly firm bun, was what mattered.
I would order two, sometimes
three. Oh! the joys of youth. As the
years went by, my affections moved
towards Tap, next door. This was the
school boozer, with an official limit
of two pints per boy per day. But we
didn’t go to Tap to drink. We weren’t
allowed to smoke, for a start, and far
more alluring were The Phene (an
entry-level pub for 14-years-olds,
miles away in deep Windsor – “Back
room only, lads”), The Two Brewers
(the next step up, around 16, at the
entrance to the Long Walk at
Windsor Great Park), and The
Donkey (the final-year option on the
other side of the bridge, by the river,
where being caught was not a worry).
No, Tap was all about Chambers.
We’d drop by Rowlands for just
one “bacon roll, with”, and wander
into Tap. It won no awards for
beauty: A row of beer taps lined the
wooden bar, laden with bowls of
crisps and pork scratchings. But at
Chambers, there were hot sausages,
plump, herby and burnished. We
bought them individually, dipped
into proper English mustard. Or a
prawn roll – sweet pink commas
drowned in Marie Rose sauce and
spilling out of pillow-soft dough. I
usually had both. Plus a few halves
of avocado. Yup, avocado – in 1990,
before all this “smashed” nonsense
– served with a splodge of mayo or
a squirt of vinaigrette. The only true
way. This was washed down with
a pint of orange and lemonade mix.
There were downsides to this
excess, of course. Having worked out
how to dodge any sporting exertion,
the glut of food and lack of exercise
meant my fairly lean build became
Buddha-like. But while others were
champions in the debating society or
Farrer Theatre, I earned my colours
in Tap and Rowlands. A true Victor
Ludorum or “winner of the games”.
I now realise it was all training for a
future life spent in food. Hindsight
never tasted so sweet.

G E TT Y

TABLE TALK

Award-winning
sparkling wine from
England’s oldest
commercial vineyard
www.hambledonvineyard.co.uk

MUSIC

1969
THE YEAR
THAT

ROCKED

Fifty years ago, rock music saw off the Sixties with an
unmatched succession of classic albums and seminal moments.
Johnathan Wingate delves into the dark madness of 1969, and
its culmination with an epoch-making farewell from a recording
studio by a zebra crossing in St John’s Wood...
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ooking back through the prism
of time, it can seem as though
musical history was being
made on a daily basis
throughout 1969. If 1967 gave
us the Summer of Love, and 1968 brought
the end of the hippy dream, then it was
the vertiginous highs and desperate lows
of 1969 that produced the true drama –
and an avalanche of classic records and
musical landmarks. From Woodstock to
Altamont, Abbey Road to Let It Bleed,
Led Zeppelin to Miles Davis, it was a year
in music like no other.
1969 marked not just the closing of the
decade, but a changing of the guard. It
began in January with the Beatles making
their final public appearance together on
the rooftop of their Apple headquarters
in Savile Row. Exhausted and fed up,
they were on the brink of splitting, just
as Led Zeppelin were bursting into life
with their ground-shaking debut album,
simply called Led Zeppelin I. If the
Beatles dominated the Sixties with their
message of peace and love, Zeppelin
would bestride the darker, heavier
Seventies rock world. And they put out
not just one, but two albums in 1969 (the
second was, of course, Led Zeppelin II).
Led Zeppelin’s scintillating first two
albums singlehandedly launched the
heavy rock era, while The Stooges (with
their eponymous album) and MC5 (with
Kick out the Jams) introduced punk to the
world. Fairport Convention started the
British folk-rock movement, King
Crimson laid the foundations for prog
with In The Court Of The Crimson King
and The Who released Tommy, the first
rock opera. Want more? Miles Davis
combined jazz with rock, funk and
psychedelia on the trailblazing Bitches
Brew; and artists as diverse as Dusty
Springfield, Captain Beefheart, Scott
Walker and The Band made their most
important LPs.
Yet before the year was out, it was the
Beatles who would deliver the crowning
moment – their finest album of all, and
perhaps the definitive recording of the
1960s: Abbey Road. More later, but how
fitting that this autumn, 50 years on, it
returned to a Number 1 spot.
1969’s musical achievements played
out against tumultuous events on the
world stage. At the beginning of the

A L A MY, G ET T Y

SLUG HERE

1960s, the sense was of the
dawning of a golden age in human
history. By the end of the decade,
it seemed as if the world was
tearing itself apart at the seams.
“It was a year of extremes of
violence and madness as well as
achievement and success,”
explains Barry Miles, co-founder
of International Times, the
underground newspaper. On the
latter front, the world entered the
supersonic age with the maiden
flight, in March, of Concorde, the
British-French passenger jet. In
July, Neil Armstrong and Edwin
‘Buzz’ Aldrin became the first men
to set foot on the Moon. And the
perfect soundtrack had appeared
just nine days before.
Inspired by astronaut Bill
Anders’ iconic photograph of Earth

from the Apollo 8 spacecraft, David Bowie wrote
‘Space Oddity’ on a 12-string guitar and a Stylophone
given to him by his friend, Marc Bolan. It brought the
still relatively unknown Bowie his first Top 10 hit.
The moon landings suggested a bold future, but the
public mood was darker, especially in the States. The
Manson Family murders in Los Angeles set the tone,
while the tide of opinion rapidly turned against the
country’s involvement in the Vietnam War. The mood
was captured by the Rolling Stones, who kicked off
Let It Bleed – their final album of the Sixties – with the
incendiary ‘Gimme Shelter’, a song that symbolised
the end of the decade’s utopian spirit: “That’s a kind
of end-of-the-world song,” Mick Jagger explained to
Rolling Stone. “It’s apocalypse. ‘Let It Bleed’ is a very
moody piece about the world closing in on you. When
it was recorded in early ’69, it was a time of war and
tension. It was a very rough, very violent era.”
Scenes from 1969: Top, the Beatles give
a rooftop concert in January for the
launch of Let It Be – it would be the Fab
Four’s last ever performance. Above,
David Bowie in Hyde Park at the time
of ‘Space Oddity’. Above right, The
Beatles’ Abbey Road album cover.
Opposite page, Led Zeppelin at the
Château Marmont in LA
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ewlyweds John Lennon and Yoko Ono had a
different response to that violence: In May,
they embarked on two week-long Bed-Ins For
Peace (first at the Hilton Hotel in Amsterdam and then
at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal), which they
saw as a new way of promoting their anti-war
message. When a journalist asked why he felt he could
succeed where so many others had failed, Lennon
simply replied: “It’s like saying, ‘Why bother keeping
Christianity alive just because Jesus was killed?’ We
don’t think people have really tried advertising peace
before. If anybody thinks our campaign is naïve, then
that’s okay. Publicity is our game. Because of The
Beatles, that’s the trade I’ve learned.”

MUSIC

F

In 1969, John Lennon
and Yoko Ono staged
Bed-Ins for Peace
(above); and 400,000
people swamped the
Woodstock festival
(opposite), where Jimi
Hendrix stole the
show (right)

or the Rolling Stones, things took
the most tragic of turns when the
band’s founder, Brian Jones, was found dead in his Sussex
swimming pool. It was less than a month since the band had
fired him, during the ‘Let It Bleed’ recording sessions, for his
heavy drug use and erratic behaviour.
It was hardly uphill from there. The Stones closed out the
year at the Altamont festival, held at the Altamont Speedway
in Northern California and intended to be a West Coast
Woodstock. It became infamous for the four deaths that took
place during the festival, including an 18-year-old student
stabbed during the Stones’ performance by one of the Hell’s
Angels inexplicably hired to act as security. It was one of the
darkest moments in the history of rock and roll, and marked the
final death knell of Sixties flower power idealism.
As for Abbey Road, recorded during an intense two-month
period in the summer of 1969, perhaps the most surprising
thing is that it ever got made at all. As Lennon’s Bed-Ins
demonstrated, the Beatles had become the most famous men
in the world. In only seven years, they’d created a breathtaking
body of work, but it had taken its toll, especially the aborted
back-to-basics Get Back album of 1968. Both professionally and
personally, they were heading in different directions.
The Get Back sessions were later salvaged, stitched together
and released in 1970 as Let It Be. But Abbey Road stands as the
Beatles’ final recording – a temporary truce that papered over
the cracks between them. Yoko Ono’s constant presence in the
studio is still cited by fans as one of the main reasons behind

At the definitive
live music event of
the 1960s, the
Woodstock festival,
food and water ran
out, forcing the
Army to airlift
supplies to the site
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At the end of June, the Jimi Hendrix
Experience played their last show
together at the Denver Pop Festival. Six
weeks later, Hendrix formed a new
group, Gypsy Sun and Rainbows, in time
to take the final spot at the definitive live
music event of the 1960s: the Woodstock
festival. Billed as “an Aquarian
Exposition: 3 Days of Peace & Music”, it
took place at Max Yasgur’s 600-acre dairy
farm in Bethel, New York, 43 miles from
Woodstock itself. Bad organisation saw
the site overrun by 400,000 people –
twice the number expected. Roads were
impassable and food and water ran out
almost immediately, forcing the Army to
airlift supplies to the site.
Hendrix grabbed music headlines
despite not coming on stage until 8am on
the last day of the festival. The show
climaxed with his distorted, feedbackdrenched performance of ‘The StarSpangled Banner’, which he described as
“a sonic portrayal of war”. The New York
Post’s pop critic, Al Aronowitz, called it
“the most electrifying moment of
Woodstock, and probably the single
greatest moment of the Sixties.”

the band’s eventual breakup, though
Lennon’s heroin addiction and his
insistence that they bring in the
notoriously hard-nosed Allen Klein as
manager did just as much to finally
fracture the band’s facade.
“After Let It Be, I didn’t think I’d ever
work with the boys again,” their producer
George Martin once told me. “But Paul
rang me and said, ‘We want to do another
album. Would you produce it for us?’ I
told him that I didn’t enjoy working on
Let It Be and that I’d only do it if I could
produce it the way that I used to. None of
this nonsense about doing a live album.
He said, ‘Yeah, that’s what we want you
to do. We’ll really do it like the old days.’
I agreed to do it, and I think it worked out
to be one of the best albums we made.”

L

ike all of the Beatles’ late-period
LPs, Abbey Road is still infinitely
greater than the sum of its
individual parts. On the sublime ‘Here
Comes The Sun’ and ‘Something’, George
Harrison proved that he was now more
than capable of coming up with songs
that were equal to anything Lennon and
McCartney wrote. McCartney and Martin
did most of the work piecing together the
leftovers and half-finished tracks that
made up the astonishing climactic
eight-song ‘Medley’. Although Lennon
may have often subsequently dismissed
the album for being too polished, Abbey
Road contains three of the best songs he
ever wrote in ‘Come Together’, ‘Because’
and ‘I Want You (She’s So Heavy)’.
Abbey Road is The Beatles’ most
breathtakingly beautiful album. The
songs are glass onions that have kept
growing new layers of meaning and
resonance, and still sound of-themoment. “If I had to choose one, it would
be Abbey Road, because it was the last
one we did,” Martin said. “It had a nice
feel about it, because I think we all knew
it was the last. So we thought, well, we
might as well make it as good as we can.”
Abbey Road closes with ‘The End’, the
perfect coda to the most important group
in the history of popular music. On 20th
September 1969, six days before Abbey
Road came out, John Lennon told the
others he was leaving the band. Let It Be
may have been The Beatles’ final release,
but Abbey Road was their last goodbye.

DA N ROW L E Y / B I FA / S H U T T E R S TO C K

INTERVIEW

JOANNA BELL TALKS TITILLATION,
TEQUILA AND #METOO WITH ACTOR,
TEQUILA ENTREPRENEUR AND CIGAR
AFICIONADO CHRIS NOTH

I

IDEAS

t’s late 2018, the night after the lavish Boisdale
Cigar Smoker of the Year Awards in Canary
Wharf. I find myself at Boisdale of Belgravia,
elbowing my way through throngs of
concupiscent ladies desperately wrestling their
way through the bar to get up close and personal
with the object of their desire: the much-adored
American actor, Chris Noth. He’s in town to launch
his Ambhar tequila brand, and also to collect his
award for the Boisdale Cigar Smoker of the Year,
which he graciously accepted at the ceremony the
evening before.
It’s twenty years since Noth hit our screens on the
iconic TV show, Sex & the City, in the role of ‘Big’, the
handsome, enigmatically charming paramour of
Sarah Jessica Parker’s neurotic sex columnist Carrie
Bradshaw. It seems ‘Big’s’ popularity is showing little
sign of abating – in the melee around Noth, the phrase
‘shooting fish in a barrel’ seems apt. It must be such a
terrible life for the poor soul.
Thankfully Noth’s publicist clocks me drowning in
the moistened crush and drags me to the safety of a
table in the back, away from the hysteria, and closely
followed behind by the man himself.
“Let’s do this!” says Noth, pulling out my chair –
nice touch – and sitting down opposite. I’m
sufficiently intimidated when he nestles his fists
under his chin, elbows on the table, and locks eyes
with me. Raising his thick black eyebrows, he gives
me a mischievous look, like I’m one of the criminals
he would have interrogated on his old crime show,
Law & Order. I haven’t looked but I suspect below
deck he’s doing some serious manspreading.
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At over six feet, with chiselled cheekbones and a broad
sculpted body, it’s only his greying hair that betrays his
64 years, but it hasn’t affected his star power; he’s every
inch the silver fox leading man. I tell him he reminds me
of Cary Grant. “That means a lot to me, but my all-time
person to smoke a cigar with is Marlon Brando,” he says,
at which point things take a surprising turn. He picks ups
the dish of butter on the table, and in Brando’s dulcet
tones says, “go get the butter…” – referring, of course, to
1972’s Last Tango in Paris and one of the most
controversial moments in film history, involving Brando,
actress Maria Schneider… and some butter. “It’s my
favourite movie, I’ve watched it five times, it’s perverse in
many ways,” says Noth. “I tell anyone who hasn’t seen it:
‘you may need to change your underwear.’”
I wasn’t expecting the conversation to veer in such a
direction quite so soon, but I suppose you have to start
somewhere. Would he do something risqué for the sake
of art, I ask? “I would never do something that would hurt
another actress, especially with a subject matter like that
– it would have to be agreed upon before you act,” he
says defensively. He’s still holding the butter.
You can’t blame Noth for clarifying; off-the-cuff
comments carry a heavy risk these days. I ask him his
thoughts on the #MeToo movement. “Today we live in
such an odd society, on one hand we’re all a bunch of
prudes, on the other we’re all a bunch of whores – we
don’t know what we are!” he says. “In America it’s a
really weird and difficult time right now.”
Originally from Wisconsin, Chris Noth was born to an
insurance salesman father and CBS correspondent
mother, Jeanne Parr – his father died in a car accident
when Noth was 8. The aspiring actor later gained a place

CHRIS NOTH

Noth at last year’s Boisdale Cigar
Smoker of the Year awards. Top
left: Noth with (from left) Ambhar
Tequila founder Jaime Celorio,
cigar impressario Daniel Marshall,
and Boisdale’s Ranald Macdonald

“You guys have
Brexit; we’ve got
Trump. We all
have our problems
– but we all need
tequila!”
and delicious, and I don’t get hangovers
after drinking it. So I figured, ‘why not?’”
He does seem impressively bright-eyed
after the previous evening’s celebrations,
while my head is pounding. But does he see
any rivalry between himself and another
tequila-producing silver fox, George Clooney
– co-owner of the Casamigos brand?
“He broke the glass ceiling, but I don’t
drink his – I doubt it’s as good as mine,” he
laughs. For Ambhar, he says, the emphasis
is firmly on quality: made in small batches
from 100 per cent blue agave, it’s a
connoisseur tipple. “I want to change the
perception of tequila and offer people an
ultra-premium spirit. Ambhar is the first
tequila I’m excited about drinking and trust
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me, I’ve drank a lot of it.”
Talk of Mexican spirit brings up the
subject of Donald Trump’s plans for a
border wall – though Noth says that, right
now, he’s relieved to be away from all that.
“The wall? F__k no! You guys have
Brexit, we’ve got Trump. We all have our
problems, but we all need tequila!”
You said it, Chris. The conversation
moves on, somehow, to the last US
president to face impeachment
proceedings. “Bill Clinton got screwed by
political correctness,” Noth says. “There are
no perfect human beings. The worst is the
mistrust between men and women.”
Noth, it turns out, once had his own
run-in with the famed casting couch.
“A female casting director once
propositioned me, I just got the fuck out the
hotel room. She was unattractive... I might
have had she been hot, I am a Scorpio after
all…” he says. At that moment his publicist
tells us the interview is over and ushers him
back into the bar. “See ya later, kid,” he
says, shaking my hand before he disappears
back into the room, those broad shoulders
slowly enveloped by the baying mob of
adoring women. I keep onto the butter dish
as a memento.

G E TT Y

at Yale to study drama, before landing roles
in Hill Street Blues and Law & Order, finally
hitting the big time in Sex & The City. He
now lives in New York with his wife Tara
Wilson, and their ten year old son Orion.
I’ve been warned not to ask about Sex &
the City – like that would happen, but
inevitably the subject comes up and Noth
talks willingly about the feud between the
show’s female stars, Sarah Jessica Parker
and Kim Cattrall, that had erupted months
before. Cattrall, who played nymphomaniac
Sam on the show, publicly lambasted
Parker for offering her condolences after
Cattrall’s brother died. Writing on
Instagram, she told Parker to ‘stop
exploiting our tragedy to maintain your
nice girl persona’.
Noth is exasperated. “The gossip
surrounding the Sex & the City girls is all
bullshit. I know that. People get bored and
they have to make up stuff,” he says. “What
Kim did was unfair, but I think that came out
of resentment that surfaced after the show
wrapped. I was on the show for six years, I
never saw a drop of that between them.”
When Sex & the City ended, Noth
appeared as Peter Florrick, the ‘bad
husband’ to Juliana Margulies’ titular Good
Wife in the CBS political drama.
At the time of our meeting he’s preparing
to star opposite Isabelle Huppert in an
Off-Broadway production of Florian
Zeller’s play, The Mother (the play, earlier
this year, received mixed reviews).
But his chief focus he says, is his
premium tequila brand Ambhar, for which
he became the majority shareholder in
September 2018. So why would he want to
enter the tequila business?
“A friend of the owner brought a bottle
over and we drank it, and I was like ‘this is
fucking good’, this is the type of tequila I
can have a cigar to,” he says. “It’s smooth

EAT WELL

ENCHANTING
NICARAGUA
Ranald Macdonald visits Central
America’s largest, and least known,
country, and falls for its wondrous
landscapes, vibrant cities, and spellbinding beaches. And he hopes you’ll
join him there next year…
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know well, both from my first
initial reaction to the idea of
travelling there and from those I
have spoken to since, that despite
my evangelical enthusiasm for this
magnificent country, that Nicaragua is
not on many people’s destination wish
list. In fact most were not even entirely
sure of its exact location, had no idea
of its extraordinary attractions and
assumed it was unsafe. The purpose
of this article is to attempt to inspire
you with my new found infatuation for
Nicaragua and to encourage you to plan
a visit or even consider joining me on
the Inaugural Boisdale Club Expedition
to Nicaragua that I will be leading on 7th
November 2020.
Situated between Honduras and Costa
Rica, Nicaragua is the largest country
in Central America – marginally bigger
than England, at 50,567 square miles,
but with a tenth of our population.

T R AV E L

The author tests the
waters with a cigar

Opposite: the rooftop
view across Granada,
with the dome of La
Merced church, dating
to 1534. Above: an
anteater in the
rainforest; right: the
crater of Masaya
volcano, which sprang
into life in 2016. It’s one
of 50 volcanoes dotted
across the country.

The Caribbean east coast is home
to the second largest rain forest in
the Americas covering 1.8 million
very sparsely populated acres. The
majority of its inhabitants occupy the
mountainous north and the sweeping
Pacific west coast, with a third of the
population living in its six major cities.
Remarkably, nearly 20 per cent of the
entire country is designated as national
park, and Nicaragua boasts 10 per cent of
total global biodiversity. These include
wildlife refuges and nature reserves
sheltering myriad ecosystems.
The infinitely varied landscape
includes 50 volcanoes; several UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve freshwater habitats
including Lake Nicaragua, Central
America’s largest lake, with indigenous
fresh water sharks and dolphins;
spectacular marine environments off
two incredibly different coastlines; and
seven different types of forest, from

rainforest and cloud forest to mangroves
and tropical dry forest.
You’ll be delighted to know that
our expedition will experience
the country in a responsible and
sustainable fashion! Nicaragua is a
careful custodian of its ecology and
environment – 80 per cent of its energy
is supplied from renewable resources.
Eco-tourism is promoted as a model of
sustainable development, and in 2017
Nicaragua was given the Sustainable
and Responsible Tourism Destination
award by the UK’s Latin American
Travel Association. We in the west
should take a leaf out of Nicaragua’s
forests, or perhaps not!
The people of Nicaragua, from my
experience, are notably warm and
friendly. Due to it being a relatively
new and pleasingly unspoilt travel
destination, Nicaragua really does
take you back in time. It’s up to you
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to decide how far. It all started with
small isolated groups of Paleo-Indians
travelling from North Asia, prior to
any tourist packages being available,
sometime towards the end of the last ice
age. They were following vast herds of
game over a land-and-ice bridge across
the Bering Strait to Alaska, that existed
between 45,000 and 12,000 BC. Just
imagine how thrilled they must have
been to eventually arrive in the warm
tropical climate of bountiful Central
America and with no other humans
there at all, not even one German to
compete with for sun loungers on the
fabulous beaches. As always, though,
someone comes along to spoil the fun,
and this time it was not the Germans.
By the time of the Spanish invasions
of the late 15th century (I think we all
know what happened then…) these
nomadic colonists had evolved into
several indigenous Mesoamerican
peoples like the Mayans and the Aztecs.
Not that they knew it then, and it
wouldn’t have helped them anyway,
but these were in fact globally advanced
civilisations, having moved from hunter
gathering to cultivation around 7000 BC.
They developed great cities from 2500
BC, sophisticated forms of script from
600 BC, and thereafter extraordinary
feats in architecture, metal work,
sculpture, astronomy and mathematics.

F

ast forward to today, and the
population is mostly Mestizos
(mixed European and Native
Indian ancestry), with the rest of
European or African descent – just
5 per cent are pure Native Indian.
Impressively, Nicaragua has doubled
literacy over the last 40 years to nearly
90 per cent of the population, and is
the fifth most gender-equal country in

T R AV E L

The island of
Ometepe in Lake
Nicaragua is famous
for its 1,700 ancient
petroglyphs, carved
into basalt boulders
as far back as
1000 BC

We’ll travel by
boat to Ometepe,
the magical twin
volcano island the
Aztecs believed to be
the promised land

the capital city. Reminiscent of the
cultural differences between Mayfair
and Islington today, the city of Granada
was favoured by the conservative bonviveur moneyed classes, who enjoyed
displaying and spending their opulent
wealth, while León was dominated by
the liberal intellectual elite, who found
more inspiration from political idealism,
poetry and the arts, but also quite fully
enjoyed the good life!
For many years there was violent
conflict between the cities’ great
dynastic families and political factions.
Despite being intriguingly different, both
cities had perfectly reasonable claims to
be considered the capital of Nicaragua.
Finally in 1852 a highly impressive
compromise was agreed, and the capital
was established at Managua, which lay
equidistant between them. As I hope
you will soon discover for yourself
however, the fascinating differences,
both cultural and architectural,
between Granada and León, remain
as pronounced today as they still are
between Islington and Mayfair.

F

rom Saturday 7th to Tuesday 10th
November we will be staying at
the lovely Granada Hotel, nicely
positioned in the heart of the old town
very close to the major attractions. For
those of you who may be intimidated
by too much activity, the hotel has a
large and charming pool, and you can
dip and in and out of the itinerary as
you wish.
There will be two or three different
activities each day and we will have
four guides and four vehicles on
hand. As an extra bonus, beyond the
architectural sites, Granada is now a
gastronomic destination with over 120
restaurants specialising in sustainable,
farm-to-table Spanish/Native American
fusion cuisine. We will be dining in the
very best of them, as well as visiting a
few of the welcoming bars conveniently
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the world, according to the WEF 2018
Gender Gap Index.
There is only space for 14 guests
on the inaugural Boisdale Nicaraguan
Expedition 2020. The initial base for
manoeuvres will be one of the oldest
cities in Latin America, the ancient
capital of Granada. It already had
a thriving population when it was
founded in 1524, being registered not
as a settlement of conquest, as almost
all were, but as a city in the official
records of the Crown of Aragon and the
Kingdom of Castile in Spain.
Granada became absurdly prosperous
from gold, silver and timber exports.
Perched between the dormant
Mombacho volcano and the fresh waters
of Lake Nicaragua, it’s a colourful and
vibrant city. The architecture, rich in
colonial heritage, is redolent of Seville
with strong Moorish and Andalusian
influences. As a result, it’s often referred
to locally as ‘La Gran Sultana’.
Its near neighbour is the City of
León, which we will also be visiting.
It is Castilian Gothic in appearance,
having been relocated and rebuilt in
the 17th century after an earthquake
destroyed the old city in 1610. The
ruins from that event, excavated in 1960
and now a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, are known as León Viejo.
After Nicaraguan independence from
the United Provinces of Central America
in 1838, the cities of Granada and León
fought each other to be recognised as

SLUG HERE

placed all over the city.
After exploring Granada on the
first day, we will have a kaleidoscopic
choice of excursions and day trips. I’d
strongly recommend a guided tour of
the architectural delights of the City of
León and, after a superb lunch, a VIP
reception at the award-winning and
legendary Flor de Cana Rum Factory
(run on 100 per cent renewable energy),
where we will taste some of the world’s
rarest and finest rums.
The Grand Chocolate tour is also not
to be missed. It begins with a boat ride
across Lake Nicaragua (also known as
Lake Cocibolca) in the private nature
reserve La Calera, which is located
at the base of Mombacho volcano. At
La Calera, horses will be provided for
a guided tour of the tropical cocoa
plantations to learn all the different
stages of cocoa bean production,
after which lunch includes an artisan
chocolate tasting, which is not for the
faint hearted!
For cigar lovers we will enjoy the
fabulous drive to Estelli in the forested
and mountainous north, to visit the
tobacco plantations and cigar factories.
My friend Juan Martin will welcome
us at the Joyo de Nicaragua Cigar
factory, the oldest in Nicaragua, where
we will smoke the new Boisdale Cigar
he has created for us, which is based
upon the recipe used for the official
White House cigar, as supplied by Joyo
de Nicaragua to President Nixon in the
1970s. Lunch close by at Finca a Su
Mesa, where Juan took me this April,
will be a culinary pleasure as the uberrelaxed proprietor Darren, who hails
surprisingly from Texas, serves some of
the most delicious and sublime steak I
have ever tasted. He magically seasons
and then lightly cold smokes the beef
for 24 hours in an impressive homemade contraption, before grilling on
white hot charcoal. The locally made
craft beers are equally wonderful.

Clockwise from above:
kayaking around the
island of Ometepe;
the bell of the
Cathedral-Basilica of
the Assumption of Mary
in León; El Cavario
Church in León, in the
shadow of Cerro Negro
volcano; the cigar
makers of Joya de
Nicaragua in Estelli

O
IM AG E C R ED IT

n Wednesday we all travel by
boat to Ometepe, the magical
twin volcano island in Lake
Nicaragua that the Aztecs believed to
be the promised land and Mark Twain
thought was paradise. The island is
home to native Indian settlements,
where they live pretty much as they
did before the Spanish conquest. There
are abundant archaeological remains,
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The view from a daybed
attached to a bungalow
room overlooking the
private beach at
Morgan’s Rock Hacienda
& Eco Lodge on the

including 1,700 prehistoric rock
carvings; and wonderful beaches with
crystal-clean waters and miraculous
wildlife. After a Native Indian feast
of locally-grown vegetables, fruit and
freshly caught fish, we’ll have time for
a relaxing swim and some kayaking
around the virgin coast.
Our final destination will be the
entrancing Morgan’s Rock Hacienda &
Eco Lodge, on a huge protected reserve

THE INAUGURAL BOISDALE
CLUB NICARAGUA
EXPEDITION:
The trip includes: Maximum 14 guests.
VIP reception and departure at Managua
Airport. Four nights at Granada Hotel and
four nights at Morgan’s Rock Hacienda &
Eco Lodge. Included is all transport (four
mini vans) and four guides for the entire
trip. In Granada, all excursions, breakfasts,
lunches and dinner with wine are included.
At Morgan’s Rock Hacienda & Eco Lodge,
all breakfasts and dinners with wine are
included, but not lunch, spa treatments or
excursions. Travel insurance is not included.
Cost per person sharing, £3,250; single,
£3,850
Getting there: Flight prices and schedules
are released in December. I’ll be reserving
the best group deal and passing on these
prices to guests. Those making their own
arrangements will receive VIP arrival,
departure and airport transfers.
For more info, email ranald@boisdale.co.uk

of Nicaraguan jungle close to the Costa
Rican border, to relax and/or explore for
the remainder of the trip.
Surrounded by tropical forest,
secluded super-luxe bungalows
overlook a postcard-perfect beach,
where the only sounds are crashing
waves, bird song and howler monkeys.
This pioneering eco-lodge comes with
its own organic farm and reforestation
programme, but you won’t have to
sacrifice comfort, style or service to go
green! It’s simply one of the very best
places to stay in Central America.
Sea turtles nest all the year round on
the magnificent private beach, which
lies at the mouth of a small river. It has
a superb restaurant, supplied by the
farm and the sea, as well as yoga and
spa facilities.
For the adventurous there are nature
trekking opportunities, by boat upriver, or by foot into the forest. You see
nature untouched, including numerous
monkey and sloth species, anteaters,
magnificent bird life and much, much
more. There is also a boat equipped
for excellent big game and reef fishing,
with sailfish being the ultimate prize.
On Sunday morning we depart for
Manuagua airport as converts to the
incredible charm of Nicaragua. By no
means will we have seen it all, but
we will have experienced a taste of
the infinite possibilities of Nicaragua,
as well as hopefully enjoyed a most
relaxing and inspiring holiday.
Assuming, of course, that we agree to
ban all conversations about Brexit.
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A bedroom at a Morgan’s Rock bungalow

A howler monkey in the rainforest

A blue-jean frog, a tiny but vibrant part of
Nicaragua’s incredible biodiversity

PROMOTED CONTENT

GIN IN THE CITY

From its Prohibition-era origins, the classic gin martini has developed
into a drink that takes many forms, and the City of London Distillery
has developed a range of gins to suit

F

or the martini drinker, the following
piece of information is vital if you
need to deploy any conversational
armoury to defend your adoration
of the world’s greatest cocktail:
Not only was the martini the favourite drink
of John D. Rockefeller, the US oil billionaire and
philanthropist, but he kept on drinking it right
until his death at the age of 97. Proof indeed
that the martini’s reputation as a tipple exuding
timelessness, wealth and glamour is fully earned.
The origins of the martini are as cloudy as
a ‘dirty’ variant with a little too much olive juice.
Did it evolve from the ‘Martinez Special’, a
concoction brewed up in Martinez, California
during the Gold Rush, to celebrate a
eponymous brand of vermouth that was used
Both are plausible tales. What’s certain is that
versions of the martini revolting. These, after
all, were the days of dubious bathtub gins and

lightest dash of vermouth.
As gin quality improved after Prohibition was
repealed, America entered the golden age of
the dry martini – the ‘three martini lunch’ was
its apotheosis, as later immortalised on
television by Don Draper and co in Mad Men.
In the UK, gin was on the wane. Mostly
drunk neat since the days it was immortalised
William Hogarth, who depicted London’s
elaborate gin palaces, its status as a sophisticated
cocktail staple wasn’t helped by the fact that
vermouth, made on the Continent, was
unavailable during the Second World War.
“The only way to make a martini is with

Square Mile in nearly two centuries was
founded – The City of London Distillery, which
has already won plaudits for its many different
ambassador, Joe Brayford, there’s another
challenge that they’re attempting to conquer:
“For us, the biggest thing we want to do is help
people who drink martini a lot, it can be easy to

get stuck in one way of drinking it, and for
people who have never tried one, it can be a
slightly daunting since it has just two ingredients
and a lot of gin! This is why we want to show
The City of London Distillery’s gin varieties
all have their uses in a plethora of modern
martini creations. The Square Mile variety has
a punch of juniper with plenty of peppery spice
and bright citrus, while the Christopher Wren
is more woody and robust. The new Six Bells
is a compellingly fresh and zesty creation.
Each City of London gin is suited to different
interpretations of the martini, a drink which,
despite having only two core ingredients, has
managed to evolve into an altogether more
complex and nuanced cocktail.
Legendary novelist Ernest Hemingway,
a committed fan of the dry martini, knew what
he was writing about when his protagonist
Frederic Henry expressed his appreciation for
the drink in A Farewell to Arms: “I had never
tasted anything so cool and clean. They made
Thanks to City of London Distillery, that
civility is alive and well, with a bright future.

BOISFLIX PRESENTS...

007

BARMAN
I’ve never looked.

GETS

WOKE

With repor ts that James Bond is bowing to political
correctness for his 25th outing, next year’s No Time to
Die, Nick Ferrari turns screenwriter to imagine how a

ON A GENDER-NEUTRAL MAJESTY’S SECRET SERVICE
FADE IN:
1. EXTERIOR, LUXURY HOTEL, NIGHT
Supercars idle outside a stunning hotel
in an exotic Far East location. The
impeccably clad doormen watch Bond
arrive in a Renault Twizy.
BOND
I say, do you happen to know where
the nearest charging point is for this car,
or do you have any spare AA batteries?
DOORMAN
The charging point is by the tram
station. Just go through the underpass,
over the river to the railway lines, and
you’ll find it. It’s about an hour away.
2. EXT., BARREN ROAD, NIGHT
Bond pushes his car down the hill.
3. EXT., LUXURY HOTEL, NIGHT
Bond returns, unkempt and breathless.
He hands his hired bicycle to the
doorman, removes his bicycle clips,
and strides into reception.
4. INTERIOR, LUXURY HOTEL, NIGHT
RECEPTIONIST
Good evening, Sir.
BOND
Who said you could call me Sir? Kindly
respect that I’m non-binary just now
and identify as a woman.

The Russian blonde approaches Bond.
RUSSIAN BLONDE
My name is Ivana. Ivana Gudthyme.
BOND
(Raising an eyebrow)
Then I have something you need to see.
(Reaching inside his jacket, he produces
a wad of paperwork)
Before we go any further, you need to
sign here, here and here, to confirm we
mutually agree to respect each other’s
space and that I can only take you to
supper or put my hand on your knee
after our contract has been notarised
and you’ve phoned your mother. Or
Priest. Also, to avoid upsetting you in
any future conversations, please
indicate whether you voted Leave or
Remain. And do you regularly recycle?

RECEPTIONIST
Of course, apologies Sir. Err, Madam.
Err, person? What sort of room do
you require?

IVANA
Is this really necessary?

BOND
If it has a non-gendered toilet, LED
lighting, hemp bed linen, and I can
vape, it should be fine.

BOND
Absolutely. Our dying planet is the
biggest challenge I’ve faced since being
handcuffed to a nuclear device at the
US gold bullion vault by a Korean
assassin in a Sandringham hat.

5. INT., GLAMOROUS BAR, NIGHT
A scantily clad Russian blonde sits at
the bar. She watches Bond intently.
BARMAN
Vodka Martini?
BOND
Sustainably farmed cranberry juice,
please, with raw-water ice and a
free-trade lime twist.
BARMAN
Of course... shaken or stirred?
BOND
Neither. I practice thought-action
fusion, Buddhist chanting, and Bikram
yoga, so my emotions are under control.
BARMAN
(Laying out bar snacks)
A little something to eat?
BOND
Are your nuts organic?
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IVANA
Oddjob?
BOND
(Stifling tears)
It certainly is... but our marvellous
Human Resources department offers
regular group therapy. It teaches us to
be non-judgmental, avoid conflict and
be supportive of those around us.
5. INT., BOND’S HOTEL ROOM, NIGHT
Bond checks the bedside lamp, behind
pictures on walls, and under the phone.
IVANA
You’re looking for bugging devices?
BOND
No. Traces of nuts. Dr No Means No is
the most ruthless villain I’ve ever
known. He’d use any trick to stop me,
including abusing his carbon footprint
by launching an armed satellite into
outer space. Think of the emissions!

BOISFLIX PRESENTS...

He’d have to plant enough trees to cover
half of Asia to offset that.
CUT TO:
Ivana. Her dress falls to the ground as
she stands naked in front of Bond.
IVANA
We could have such a good time
together... You know what I need!

E X P E R I E N C E

T H E

U L T I M A T E

I N

PRIVATE DINING

BOND
I know you’re freezing, Ivana, but I can’t
possibly turn up the thermostat. It’s set
at 16 degrees already. I can lend you an
Aztec poncho and Peruvian knitted hat
to keep you warm, if you like.
IVANA
That is so insulting!
BOND
Forgive me. You’re right. Offering you
that clothing is obviously shocking
cultural appropriation. I do apologise.
It’s almost as bad as when I was
hideously disrespectful towards those
of small stature by locking Nick-Nack
in a suitcase, and hanging him from
the mast of a yacht.

BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA

BOISDALE OF MAYFAIR

BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

BOISDALE OF BISHOPSGATE

Upset, Ivana runs into the bathroom.
The telephone rings.
VOICE ON PHONE
This is for your ears only... SPECTRE
has infiltrated the House of Commons.
Ernst Stavro Blofeld is now Speaker.
Admittedly he’s proving far more
popular than the previous bloke, but
M wants you back now.
BOND
Blofeld, the cunning swine. No offence
to pigs, or any faith that has porcine
issues, of course. I’m on my way.
VOICE ON PHONE
It’s all arranged. Get the tram to the
docks, a hot air balloon across the
Straits, and a bike to the train station
where a rickshaw will bring you across
Europe. Then row across the Channel.
See you in three months.
OVER END CREDITS:
James Bond will return in “The Spy
Who Loved Me... And Showed It By
Respecting Me In The Morning And
Calling Me The Next Day, As Promised”

10 PRIVATE DINING ROOMS
CAPACITY 8-42 SEATED/80 FOR DRINKS
BOOK THE ENTIRE VENUE
CAPACITY UP TO 500 GUESTS
C A N A RY W H A R F
CONTACT: EVENTS@BOISDALE-CW.CO.UK
020 7715 5815
B E L G R AV I A , M AY F A I R & B I S H O P S G AT E
CONTACT: RESERVATIONS@BOISDALE.CO.UK
020 7730 6922
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SHE CAME UP

TRUMPS!

IM AG E C R ED IT

A year after the death of Baroness Trumpington, her son
Adam Barker pays tribute to the Conservative peer,
cigar smoker, Boisdale patron and national treasure
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n 25 November 2018,
my mother passed
away. Only two
weeks previously she
had received the
Légion d’honneur,
France’s highest order of merit, from
the French ambassador, for her work
as a wartime code breaker at Bletchley
Park. It was a moving ceremony:
Bletchley Park was very important to
her, and she campaigned hard to get
recognition for those who had worked
there. She would be thrilled to know
that Alan Turing will be appearing on
£50 notes in 2021. I recently gave all
my mothers’ awards – Order of Merit,
Légion d’honneur, DCVO, her
Bletchley medal and papers – to the
Bletchley Park museum.
My mother left me with detailed
plans in her will of what to do after
her death and in scribbled notes I
found throughout her flat. First there
was the funeral at Mortlake
crematorium, which I almost missed
after getting stuck on the M25 – she
would have been amused by that.
I read out letters I’d received from
Clare Balding, from George Morley –
the editor of her memoirs, Coming up
Trumps, and from Lord Dodds, the
House of Cards author, who wrote:
“She was a joy, she was courageous,
she was inspirational, she was fun.
She was a man-of-war under full sail,
firing broadsides in every direction.
Thank you for letting us share your
mother for so long.”

He went on to describe an event that
occurred when he was newly in the
Lords. “I found her filling the corridor
ahead of me. ‘I am told,’ she said in her
magnificent voice, ‘that there is a
character in your latest novel, who
looks and sounds a lot like me?’ I was
aghast in agony, how to respond? But
before I could get a word out, she
continued: ‘It better bloody well be me.
I’ve told my family so!’”
The next day we scattered her ashes
in Kew Gardens near the tree where my
father’s ashes had been scattered. There
is now an Alan Barker tree and a
Trumpington tree.
The next instruction was to have a
party for the staff of the House of Lords
– with no peers invited. She explained,
“It’s so that all my friends who have

She thoroughly
enjoyed her time
with Arnold
Schwarzenegger at
Boisdale’s Cigar
Smoker of the Year
been so good to me over the years know
that I appreciated the fun and many
kindnesses we shared. This means a lot
to me and nobody has ever done it!”
At this great event there were
speeches from Black Rod and the Senior
Doorkeeper, who recalled my mother
being very pleased to have been invited
to be a special guest one year at the
Doorkeepers’ Christmas dinner. During
the dinner the Senior Doorkeeper asked
her to say a few words. My mother
turned to him and said, as only she
could, “You never told me that, you
little shit!” There were many other
amusing stories, including how the
doorkeepers had to ensure the TV was
turned on for her favourite programme,
Neighbours, even during a Test match,
much to the dismay of other peers.
The final event was her memorial
service at St Margaret’s Westminster.
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Lord Elton and Lord Deben were tasked
over 20 years ago with speaking, and
the entire wonderful service had been
choreographed by my mother.
Present were two former prime
ministers, five Royal Representatives,
200 peers and 400 friends. Lord Deben
started his address by noting:
“There can’t be many memorial
services filled with the unfettered
warmth that we all feel here today. Even
if Trumps hadn’t told us to be joyful
and not to mourn or wear black, but to
sing out loud and be merry – we should
want to.” It certainly was a joyful event
– I kept control until the end, when the
trumpeter played her favourite song,
the ‘Chattanooga Choo Choo’.

B

eing my mother’s business
manager during her later years
was made easy since the media
were always so kind. My only argument
with a reporter was when she was
quoted saying she had neither written
her memoirs, nor read them. Well she
dictated them, and because she was
nearly blind, I had to read her the drafts
about ten times!
She loved cigarettes and cigars,
and thoroughly enjoyed her time with
Arnold Schwarzenegger when she
received her Lifetime Achievement
Award at Boisdale’s Cigar Smoker of
the Year event in 2014. In fact, she kept
a copy of the picture of her with Arnold
in her handbag until the end.
My mother was a huge character.
While she clearly enjoyed her late-inlife media career, it’s ironic she became
a star thanks to the now-infamous V
sign she flicked to her friend Lord King,
which was caught on camera and went
viral. While “doing a Trumpington”
may become a long-lived term,
Lord Deben in his address explained
what actually went on: “For all the
outspokenness and constant humour,
she had a real sense of decorum,” he
said. “Indeed, it was only because she
knew what was proper that when she
decided to act improperly, it was so
effective. The two fingers to Tom King
worked because of the wonderfully
wicked look on her face and the fact

BOISDALE HERO

Right: With Clare
Balding. Far right:
At Boisdale’s Cigar
Smoker of the Year
Awards with Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
Previous page:
In her robes at the
State opening of
Parliament in 2014

I was by a chlorinated pool
(Where Stan had almost lost his cool),
The pensive Jeanie now reclined
And gazed on the lagoon.
Her beaming smile, her joy declared
To hear how all about her shared ,
Her anniversary;
She tossed her shoes at Barkie’s feet
And nymph-like now, she ran to meet
The lilo-littered sea.
Presumptuous maid! Without a care
For pretty force and new-set hair
Or Barkie’s panic fright,
She sprang aloft, and poised on high,
She smiled one final fond good-bye
And disappeared from sight.
But now, in petticoats marooned
With hair bedraggled, skirts ballooned
She bobbed about serene;
One little step into the deep,
But this was mankind’s greatest leap,
O Chlorinated Jean!
The Daily Mirror recently identified 40
people Brits would like to come back
from the dead. While there were the
obvious ones, Princess Diana and Sir
Winston Churchill, I was proud to see
my mother on the list. If only...

“IRREPLACEABLE”
Bruce Anderson on the life and
career of Jean Trumpington

T

owards the end of her
indomitable innings,
Jean Trumpington was seen
as a music-hall character: a female
pantomime dame. But there was so
much more to her. In part, her equally
indomitable cheerfulness was a cover
for stoicism. She had known tragedy.
Jean was brought up before the
war in comfortable upper-middle
class circumstances. It was the era of
private incomes, in which girls like
her were not expected to work. Then
came war. She spent part of it as a
land-girl, and claimed to have had
her bottom pinched by David Lloyd
George at harvest time. She helped to
reap a rather more important harvest
when she served at Bletchley Park
cracking naval codes.
After the War, she married a man of
considerable promise and intellectual
seriousness: Alan Barker was one of the
ablest school-masters of his generation.
By the time he was fifty, all the
glittering prizes of his profession
seemed open to him. Instead, he had
a terrible stroke. His wife shouldered
that burden of financing his care, and
her courage never faltered.
Jean made her mark in local
government, including as Mayor
of Cambridge, later serving as UK
Representative to the UN Commission
on the Status of Women. She was made
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a Conservative peer in 1983, taking
her title from the nearby village of
Trumpington. That was so appropriate.
It sounds like a drum-roll, which was
the perfect accompaniment for her
stately progress, becoming one of the
most popular members of the Lords.
She was a reliable advocate for that
most uncommon quality, common
sense, and contemptuous of political
correctness. At a lunch, when a
priggish female journalist suggested
a male MP must be “sick” when he
admiringly described a female
colleague as “one of the chaps”, Jean
– removing a fag from the side of her
mouth – uttered a word that
reverberated around the room: “Balls.”
At the annual Christmas party for
the Tory Whips in the Lords, Jean
happened to be sitting on a settle
under which there were boxes of
Clamato for the Bloody Marys. One
of the younger Whips said: “Jean, can
I just come between your legs and...”
She interrupted. “Any time, ducky.”
Having risen to the heights of
Minister of State, Jean finished as an
ordinary Whip, which she relished.
She has now been promoted to the
Great Whips’ Office up above. In these
lesser regions, she will be much
missed, for she is irreplaceable.
Contributing editor Bruce Anderson is a
former political editor of The Spectator

G E TT Y

that you knew, that she knew, just how
naughty she was being and just how
considered it was.”
I will end by remembering the day
my mother jumped into the pool on
sports day at the Leys School in
Cambridge, where my father was
headmaster – he was extremely angry!
A staff member penned the most
brilliant poem about the event. It hung
in her kitchen, and read as follows:

Ea t

we ll

W ITH S IT W E LL

TH ANKS
A BUNCH !
British grapes are the gift that just
keep on giving to a burgeoning trade

I

S H U TT E R S TO C K

was doing up the old
greenhouse in our garden
in Northamptonshire and
decided to show no
mercy to a vine that grew in
the corner. It had forced its
way across the tables and
was straddling the glass roof,
its tentacles manically
stretching out, and in many
places clawing through
cracks in the glass. So I took
a blade and a saw to this
many-headed viper. I
couldn’t remember having
a decent grape from it, so if
my savagery killed it I would
not weep into my pillow.
As the months passed by,
I didn’t visit the greenhouse.
Then a local friend came to
pick apples. “Your apples
are good but your grapes are
sensational,” he told me.
“What grapes?” I replied. He
led me to the greenhouse
and there, in the corner,
heaving under a fresh green
canopy, were thick bunches
of purple grapes. I popped
one in my mouth, savouring
the rich sweetness. Then
another, and another, and
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then picked several heavy
bunches and brought them
into the house.
Our splendid vine
reminds me of this plant’s
epic power. Think of it
pushing deep down through
dense soil, stone and rock,
heading for water. And then
miraculously sending that
moisture up to the surface
to feed those grapes. And
what an extraordinary feat
of nature that grapes, when
squished and turned into
wine, can offer flavours
of chocolate, gooseberry,
blackcurrant and more.
As I salute the mighty
grape this month, we should
applaud the amazing work
of Mark Driver, interviewed
by Ed Cumming on page 52,
doing extraordinary things
with grapes down in Sussex.
His Rathfinny vineyard is an
example of the quite
exceptional things English
wine makers are now
achieving with the plucky
grape. Let’s raise a glass to
vines and English wine!
William Sitwell

EAT WELL

Mike Robinson
at work

GET IN
THE
GAME

A

utumn is finally here; the leaves have turned
but the blasted nettles are still fighting
valiantly. I know this, having just crawled
through a patch to reach my vantage point at
the edge of an Oxfordshire field. In the late
evening light, 30 fallow deer are creeping out of the woods,
just 200 yards in front of me. The light breeze is gusting
across my face, so they can’t pick up my scent. I set up the
rifle, an ugly piece made of plastic and steel, but superbly
accurate and designed for the job at hand.
Typical for a herd of fallow, there are 20 or so does and
fawns, with a few young males – or prickets – and older
bucks. The farmer tells me they have been on this crop for
some days and need moving on. Actually, he was less polite
than that, but you get the idea. I will try to harvest a pricket
or two. I always want to leave a good spread of male deer
across the generations as part of our management programme.
A dark-coloured pricket ambles towards the wood I am in.
The light is quite low now, but the scope has no problems. As
he won’t stop moving, I whistle loudly to make him stop. He

Chef Mike Robinson hunts the
venison for his Stratford-upon-Avon

customers, farmers and nature itself
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raises his head to see what’s up and
drops neatly with a shot high in the
neck. The others make for the horizon.
This moment is always strange. The
world becomes eerily quiet, as though
the other animals know something has
happened. I suffer a mix of emotions:
I’m happy I’ve done the job well and
the deer never even heard the shot, but
I’m sad because the scene was so calm
before I shattered it. But it is a job that
has to be done. The deer population has
never been higher – ever. Fallow deer
are ferocious breeders and when
unchecked do huge damage to crops
and trees. I also tell myself that the
deer suffered the perfect end – no prior
knowledge, no stress, and out like a
light. Surely this is better than an
abattoir? People buying the meat of
animals that have hard, short lives and
bad ends often turn a blind eye to the
realities of how the meat we eat comes
to our table. This is why I love the
honesty of harvesting game and wild
meat and truly believe in its ethics.
I grew up a mere 20 minutes from
where I stand over the deer I have shot.
My parents did not shoot, but my
grandfather did. Sadly I never met him,

Top right: Roast
wood pigeon at the
Woodsman, Stratfordupon-Avon. Below: The
Feasting Room at the
Woodsman;T-bone of
wild fallow deer

but something in my DNA made me seek this out at an early
age. Perhaps the million years of hunter gathering that
humans did before farming came into play was strong in me,
or maybe a sense of adventure, but hunting for food was
something I’ve wanted to do since I was 12. It was hunting
that got me into cooking as a child – rabbit korma was a
teenage favourite. A very kind, retired Army Brigadier in the
village took pity on me and taught me how to shoot, and
nothing was ever the same again.

P

rofessionally, I have always cooked game. All the
venison for my restaurants and those of several friends’
now comes from my own FSA-accredited deer larder
in the Cotswolds. At Owl Barn Larder we manage deer on
land for farmers and estate owners in Southern Britain who
have problems with their growing deer numbers. Other game
is used as much as possible. Right now at The Woodsman
– my newest venture in Stratford upon Avon – we have
grouse, pigeon, rabbit, hare, and fallow and muntjac deer on
the menu, which my customers are very happy about! You
might think that getting people to eat wild food would be
hard, but when presented in the right way, not too strong or
overhung, and served with a good choice of veg, it sells. At
the Woodsman and the Harwood Arms (our pub in Fulham,
London), 40 per cent of the meat sold is venison, yet it makes
up just 20 per cent of the menu!
For a restaurateur, one of the great things about game is its
justifiability to the public. Most people like the idea of eating
something that has lived a wild and free life – I know I do.
Also, deer is a perfect size: You can buy a whole carcass and
use all of it, making this source of protein much better value
as long as you are creative and flexible with your menus.
Indeed, we have a steady stream of customers who are
ethically vegetarian but relish eating wild harvested meat.
And let’s not forget the health benefits: negligible fat, easy
to digest, and high in protein and essential nutrients.
Walking over to my fallow pricket in the darkening light,
I muse over what I have done. Four hours of work have
resulted in 60 portions of perfect meat for the restaurant.
Millie and Sorrel, my dogs and companions in the wild, are
excited over the tidbits to come, while I plan my menu: grilled
T-bones of wild fallow with bone marrow and green sauce…
thewoodsmanrestaurant.co.uk
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ALL THAT
SPARKLES
Business is booming for
makers of English sparkling
wines. Ed Cumming heads
to the South Downs to visit
one of the nascent industry’s
most exciting prospects,
fizzing with ideas

O

n a sunny afternoon in September, Mark
Driver is surveying his kingdom – the
Rathfinny estate: 200 acres of gentle slope
sheltered from the southwesterlies coming
off the English Channel by a ridge of the
South Downs. You could not conjure a more idyllic scene,
or one better suited to growing wine. The sea breezes
help lift disease from the plants. Running down the hill,
the vines stand in straight rows, not quite ready for
harvest. The 2019 crop, Driver says, will be some 20 per
cent up on 2018, which was double that of 2017 thanks to
last year’s glorious summer.
We taste the grapes. There’s earthy Chardonnay; Pinot
Noir already brimming with fruit. The soil is free-draining
silty clay, above a chalk seam that runs from Wiltshire
down under the Channel and through northern France to
Champagne, whose wines Driver has in his crosshairs.
“It’s just the perfect spot for growing grapes,” he says.
“It’s south facing, sheltered from the wind, and is a little
bit dryer, warmer, and sunnier than other parts of the UK.
If we become the English Krug, we’ll be doing okay,” he
says, looking at the elegant visitor centre, where a crowd is
assembling for tastings and lunches with a vineyard view.
Driver’s calm and genial manner belies an ambition that
is characteristic of a new confidence in English sparkling
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WINES

Left: Mark and
Sarah Driver survey
the vines on their
Right:
Jonathan Medard,
senior winemaker at
Opposite
page: Harvest time at

H U M P H R EY M U L EB A , U N S P L A S H

“It’s just the
perfect spot for
growing grapes.
If we become the
English Krug we’ll
be doing okay”
wine. For years it was written off as a
cottage industry, with only a few
names, like Nyetimber, Hambledon and
Chapel Down, breaking out of the
realms of the specialists into broader
awareness. But recently there has been
a surge in new growers with big plans.
Rathfinny is one of them. Driver bought
the land in 2010, having retired young
from a career in fund management, and
since then has sunk a decade and more
than £10 million of his own money into
creating sparkling wines to rival the
best. Rathfinny is now on the list at
many of the capital’s best bars: at
Richard Caring’s restaurants, the Savoy,
the Ritz and the Connaught. In contrast
to the classic biscuity Champagnes,
English sparkling wines tend to be drier
and Pinot Noir-dominated.
Thanks to climate change, the south
of England finds itself in the sweet spot
for growing sparkling wine. “We’ve had
about a one degree increase in the
average temperature over the past thirty
years,” Driver says. “So we’re now more
or less where Champagne was in the
Fifties and Sixties.” The French regions,
in turn, must cope with being hotter
than before. “They’re struggling now
because they have to start picking at the
end of August or early September. Ours
have another four weeks to go.”
“We’re stealing market share from
Champagne, especially the entry-level

wines,” he says. “A lot of lower priced
wine comes across the Channel and is
labelled as Champagne when it’s really
not the same quality, whereas a lot of
English sparkling wine is really up
there. People want something local,
want to know where it comes from, and
that has lower food miles. Where we’ve
struggled is where people already have
a favourite, and love their Pol or Bolly.
That’s a difficult market to tap in to. But
more and more people are tasting our
wines, and the quality is there.”
This isn’t mere salesmanship. There
are now more than 500 commercial
vineyards in England and Wales, and
last year’s harvest produced 15.6
million bottles, up from 4.2 million in
2016. Three million vines were planted
this year, making it a fast-growing sector
in agriculture. “When we bought the
farm it was employing about one and
a half people full-time,” Driver says.
“We’re creating jobs in the countryside
that simply weren’t there before.”

T

he French houses tremblent
comme une feuille, chastened by
results in blind tastings and
declining sales. They want a piece of
the action. In 2015 Tattinger bought a
farm in Kent, planning its first
drinking in 2023 as ‘Domaine
Evremond’, named for a 17th-century
Frenchman who introduced
Champagne to London. Driver says
they looked at buying Rathfinny, too,
but he didn’t want to sell. “A lot of
people said we were mad to turn them
down, but what were they going to do?
Back then we hadn’t even released a
wine, and now our wine is sold in the
best places in London. I think it’s a
much better story.”
Pommery has released an English
wine, grown in Hampshire. Bollinger
and Louis Roederer are looking
around, too. Investors have ploughed
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into Chapel Down, while Eric
Hereema, a Dutchman with big plans,
owns Nyetimber. “These are large,
long-term business decisions,” Driver
says. “In Kent, one vineyard just
planted a million vines. That’s three
times the size of our whole farm.”
The constraints on English wine are
mainly financial. Land and salaries are
more expensive than on the Continent,
and England doesn’t yet have the scale
of older regions. Brexit could bring
lower tariffs on our sparkling wines, but
has been a headache because so much
equipment is imported and has had to
be stockpiled ahead of possible port
queues. But Driver doesn’t anticipate
problems in terms of exports. “They
make a lot of wine on the Continent,
and some of it is pretty good,” he grins.
“Our aim was that in 10 or 20 years you
could walk into a bar in San Francisco
or Beijing, and be asked, ‘Would you
like a glass of Champagne, or a glass of
Sussex?’ And it’s happening.”

MORE TOP ENGLISH
SPARKLING WINES
Hambledon
England’s oldest vineyard, this 100,000-vine
estate sells its wines through historic
vendor Berr y Bros & Rudd.
hambledonvineyard.co.uk
Black Dog Hill
An award-winning boutique vineyard
found in East Sussex, at the foot
of Ditchling Beacon.
blackdoghillvineyard.com
Exton Park
A single-estate vineyard in the Hampshire
South Downs, which star ted in 2003 with
just 12 acres and has now grown to 55.
extonparkvineyard.com

DRINK WELL

C O C K TA I L S W I T H A L I C E L A S C E L L E S

PORT COBBLER
Boisdale Life’s resident drinks columnist
goes long with her Cobbler: a crushed
ice classic whose basic formula offers
plenty of delicious variation

PORT COBBLER
METHOD:

• 100ml ruby port
• 20ml Cointreau
• 5ml sugar syrup
• 1 dash Angostura
Bitters
• squeeze of orange/
clementine
• squeeze of lemon
• handful of cubed
pineapple
• pineapple leaf /
citrus slices / straw

Put all ingredients in the
base of a shaker. Muddle
the pineapple gently,
then shake all ingredients
with ice. Strain into a

The earliest Cobblers were made from
fortified wines such as sherry and port
– I’ve used port here, to give it a bit of an
autumnal feel. But as long as you stick
to that basic formula of wine, liqueur,
citrus and crushed ice you can make
a Cobbler out of just about anything:
champagne, red wine, Madeira. With
a bit of tweaking, you can make a
cobbler out of spirits, too. And you can
experiment with different liqueurs:
Cointreau plays nicely with port,
Maraschino liqueur goes well with fino
sherry and Grand Marnier is a good
match for Champagne. I love the tropical
kick that pineapple gives it, but it’s not
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with crushed ice. Garnish
and serve.
GLASS:

Tall hurricane / large wine
glass / slender Collins

essential – a squeeze of lemon and
orange is all you need.
The Cobbler is a very forgiving drink.
And it’s a supremely delicious one, too.
Every time I have a Cobbler I wonder
why I ever bother drinking anything
else. The only laborious bit is crushing
the ice – if you haven’t got it on tap then
just wrap some ice cubes in a tea-towel
and bash them with a rolling pin.
All that ice makes a drinking straw
essential (an eco-friendly paper one,
rather than a plastic one, of course).
Some claim the Cobbler was the drink
the drinking straw was actually invented
for, so don’t leave it out.

JA MI E L AU

Y

ou wouldn’t know it, from the
sorry state of most people’s
freezers, but ice used to be
a great luxury. Prior to 1800,
only aristocrats and royals iced their
drinks. The man who changed all that
was Frederic Tudor, an enterprising
American who had the bright idea of
flogging ice from the pristine lakes of
New England, on an international scale.
By the late 19th century, America had
become a nation addicted to iced drinks
of all kinds. One of the most popular
was the Cobbler, a long drink made from
fortified wine, liqueur and citrus, served
over glistening ‘cobbles’ of ice.

INGREDIENTS

E AT WELL

CHEERS TO
T R A NSGRES S IVE
DRIN K ING
Bill Knott enjoys red wine with his fish
as he cocks a snook at the drinks snobs
and their prescriptive pairings
Illustration Martin Kingdom

R

“

ed wine with fish. That
should have told me
something,” says Sean
Connery’s Bond, held at
gunpoint by a villainous
Robert Shaw in From Russia with Love.
“You may know the right wines,” Shaw
says, “but you’re the one on your knees.”
The fish is grilled sole, the wine is
Chianti, and they are both consumed by
Shaw’s assassin, Donald “Red” Grant,
aboard the Orient Express. Bond and
his inamorata order the sole, too, but
with Taittinger Comtes de Champagne
Blanc de Blancs 1943. Grant’s choice of
Chianti is, the script implies, proof of a
dastardly personality. Nonsense. He
may be a murderous thug, but I defend
his right to pair fish with red wine – or
steak with Coca-Cola, pâté de foie gras
with a banana smoothie, or spaghetti
bolognese with Bailey’s if he chooses.
Open any of the myriad tomes about
food and wine pairing, and you find
prescriptions for what to drink with
every imaginable dish, each carefully
calibrated to reflect the smallest details
of its preparation – whether the steak
has a creamy blue-cheese sauce, say, or
the frîtes come with ketchup on them.
What these books fail to recognise is
personal taste. If you feel New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc is undrinkable filth
that stinks of cat’s pee and elderflowers,
knowing that it is a perfect match for
sole Véronique will not make you like it
any better. And I think Gewürztraminer,
often fêted as the perfect match for
Indian food (which is about as helpful
as suggesting a wine to accompany
‘European food’), smells of pungent
underpants, and won’t drink it at all.
Should you be in Southeast Asia,
you might follow the oft-stated advice

that off-dry German Riesling is perfect
with Thai or Vietnamese food. This is
sound in theory – a little sweetness and
plenty of acidity to balance the spices
and herbs – but, not in practice. If, by
some miracle, you track down a bottle
in the backstreets of Luang Prabang or
Hanoi, it will probably have been stored
upright in fierce heat and bright
sunshine for a few years, gathering dust
as its aromatic charms evaporate. You
might find a carefully-cellared bottle in
a five-star hotel, but you will need to fill
out a mortgage form to buy it.
Compromise is key, so order a drink
that your friendly bartender actually
knows how to make. Having travelled
extensively in Vietnam, Thailand, and
Laos, I can tell you that the best drink
to accompany your som tam, duck laap
or chicken pho is a bourbon sour: Every
Southeast Asian restaurant has egg
whites, sugar and fresh lemon juice,
and a bottle of Jim Beam or Jack Daniels
behind the bar. If not, it is a terrific way
to make the local hooch – Mekong
whisky, for instance – more palatable.
These pairing guides also claim an
authenticity that is often spurious.
Google “wine to drink with pizza”, say,
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and all sorts of erudite suggestions for
Italian wine appear, from Sicilian
Frappato to Pinot Grigio; from Alto
Adige, via Piemontese Barbera and
Lambrusco from Emilia-Romagna. Some
authors even offer different choices
depending on whether the pizza is
topped with mushrooms or pepperoni.
I have news for these self-appointed
cognoscenti. At Da Michele, the
peerless Naples pizzeria, nobody drinks
wine with pizza: They drink beer. Nor
are the pizzas topped with pepperoni or
mushrooms, which Neapolitans would
consider heresy. You order a marinara
or a margherita, and wash it down with
Peroni. The pizza takes 42 seconds to
cook, and you finish in 15 minutes. If
you lingered over a bottle of wine, your
pizza will be cold and congealed.

I

am not saying that great food and
wine matches do not exist, merely
that many of them are ridiculously
prescriptive. They also perpetuate a
snobbishness that manifests at dull
dinner parties, or, even worse, in a
sommelier’s wine pairings for a tasting
menu. Hapless diners have to suspend
their conversation every few minutes to
listen politely as the wine waiter drones
on about minerality and malolactic
fermentation, while the miserable
thimblefuls of wine evaporate. One of
the joys of drinking a good bottle of
wine is that, when opened and exposed
to the air, it develops in the glass: A
whole bottle unfolds like a movie.
A wine pairing menu, by contrast, is
just a haphazard handful of snapshots.
In any case, James Bond didn’t know
what he was talking about. How can
you take seriously a man who orders
his martini with vodka, not gin, and
then has it shaken, not stirred? Even his
wine choices were questionable: In Live
And Let Die, the FBI treats him to a
dinner of soft-shell crabs with tartare
sauce, medium-rare hamburgers, French
fries and broccoli, a mixed salad with
Thousand Island dressing, and icecream with butterscotch, all matched
with “as good a Liebfraumilch as you
can get in America”. This is the same
man who, in Goldfinger, can come over
all snobby about a bottle of Château
Mouton-Rothschild 1947.
My advice? Drink what you want,
with whatever you want. We are all,
thankfully, licensed to swill.
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Author Nick Hammond
recounts his meeting
with the 'Spielberg of
the cigar world'

Timothy Barber talks to
jeweller Charlie Pragnell
about the accelerating

Hugo Campbell-Davys
escapes winter to check
out Miami's vibrant
dining scene

Colin Cameron hears
from racehorse trainer
Richard Hannon Jr about
continuing a legacy

CIGAR
SUPERSTAR

FINE TIME ON SUNSHINE
MOUNT ST
EPICURE

STARTERS
ORDERS

CLASSIC
MOTORING
SPECIAL

Ben Oliver on the Bentley Boys, p.60;
Simon de Burton on classic car auctions p.64;
Adam Hay Nicholls on Aston Martin's
revival of the DB4 GT Zagato p.66
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THE ORIGINAL

BOY RACERS

In the Roaring Twenties, the ‘Bentley Boys’ roared the loudest. As the carmaker
celebrates its centenary, Ben Oliver tells the story of the gang of playboys,
aristocrats and adventurers whose exploits on and off the racetrack cemented
Bentley’s legend in the most glamorous era of all

T

hey were war heroes,
heirs, entrepreneurs,
first-class sportsmen,
pioneers of aviation and
carousers of epic scale and
ambition. Their vivid,
varied and often tragically truncated
lives show modern young men just
what they might achieve if they spent
less time on Instagram. And nowhere
more so than their exploits racing
Bentleys in the great motorsports
competitions of the late 1920s.
Collectively, in just a few short
years, they established a reputation for
Bentley that probably saved it in the
Great Depression and on which it still
trades now in its centenary year. They
led the accelerated lives of young men
of the interwar era. Having made it
through the Great War, they saw no
reason to slow the pace. And in the
1920s, nothing accelerated like a
Bentley.
The original Bentley Boy was Walter
Owen Bentley himself. ‘WO’ was no
slouch, even if he lacked the means of
his best-known customers. Before the
War he had raced motorcycles and
imported French cars. During it he
designed two ground-breaking aero
engines for which he was given an MBE
and an award of £8,000, which he used
to establish his own carmaker in July
1919 at just 31 years old.
The first Bentley appeared in 1921,
and in 1923 the first Bentley Boy, John
Duff, had the immense foresight to race
one at the inaugural running of what is
still the greatest, toughest race in the
world: Le Mans. Duff, a Canadian, had
been badly wounded at Passchendaele,
but went on to coach the US Olympic

Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin

fencing team, and stand in for his friend
Gary Cooper in Hollywood swordplay
scenes. By Bentley Boy standards, he
was a comparative underachiever.
He began by racing a vast Fiat that
was powered by an 18-litre engine from
an airship and named Mephistopheles,
in which he set a string of records. He
took his more modest 3-litre Bentley to
Le Mans. WO thought the idea “stupid”,
and that no car could survive a 24-hour
race on public roads.
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Duff went anyway, coming fourth
despite a punctured fuel tank, and his
achievement and the publicity
it attracted persuaded WO to enter
a team of works Bentleys the following
year. Duff won. Le Mans’ reputation as
‘a British race held in France’ had
begun, as had Bentley’s indelible
association with it.
The group of wealthy racers,
adventurers and playboys who became
known as the Bentley Boys then began

PURSUITS

Clockwise from left:
Bentley Boy Woolf
‘Babe’ Barnato at the
1928 Le Mans 24 hours;
the newly-announced
Bentley Blower
continuation model
– Bentley is to
‘reverse-engineer’ 12
new versions of the
1929 4 ½-litre Blower;
Woolf Barnato and
Frank Clement (in car 2)
compete for Bentley at
Brooklands in 1929

Grosvenor Square
became known to
cabbies as ‘Bentley
Corner’ for the
battle-scarred, dark
green monsters
abandoned outside

to assemble. Although Le Mans was
their annual focus and the series of
wins they would record there was their
most tangible achievement, their benefit
to Bentley came as much from the
glamour that clung to them year-round.
They were the influencers and reality
stars of their generation, and although a
Victorian-born engineer in a tweed suit,
WO had a very modern understanding
of lifestyle and brand.
“The public liked to imagine them
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living with several mistresses and, of
course, several very fast Bentleys,
drinking champagne in night clubs,
playing the horses and stock exchange,
and beating furiously around racing
tracks at the weekend,” he said of his
drivers. “Of several of them this was
not such an inaccurate picture. I would
have been perfectly content to see our
cars circulating round Le Mans in
inglorious solitude so long as the Daily
Mail gave us their front page on
Monday morning.”

T

he leader of the pack was Woolf
‘Babe’ Barnato, his nickname a
wry reference to his prize-fighter’s
physique. The heir to his family’s South
African gold and diamond-mining
fortune, he played first-class cricket for
Surrey and was an accomplished boxer,
powerboat racer and scratch golfer. As a
racing driver WO thought him flawless,
saying that he never made a mistake
and always took instructions from his
team principal. This despite becoming
WO’s boss in 1926 when he bought a
controlling stake in Bentley, continuing
to firehose cash into it as the Depression
approached.
Barnato did not have a modern
sportsman’s attitude to self-denial,
however. His parties at Ardenrun, his
Surrey estate, or at his apartment on
Grosvenor Square were epic, days-long
affairs. Other Bentley Boys took
apartments close by, and the southeastern corner of the square became
known to cabbies as ‘Bentley Corner’
for the battle-scarred dark green
monsters abandoned outside. But
Barnato did more in his cars than just
race at Le Mans. One was converted for
‘nocturnal’ use, the driver sequestered
in a sealed, single-seat booth, and the
rest of the car’s cabin laid out as an
L-shaped boudoir.
There were steadier Bentley Boys,
but not many. Dr Dudley ‘Benjy’
Benjafield was a Harley Street doctor
and SCH ‘Sammy’ Davis was my
forebear as a writer and road tester on
the magazine, Autocar. Despite lacking
the raw speed and talent (and cash) of
Babe, they scored Bentley’s most
famous Le Mans win in 1927. They
hastily repaired their ‘Old Number 7’
Bentley, driving it through the night to
victory with a torch strapped to its bent
windscreen frame.

PURSUITS

After Babe, two Bentley Boys really
stand out. Sir Henry ‘Tiger Tim’ Birkin
was a Royal Flying Corps officer and
heir to a Nottingham lace fortune. He
was a wild racer – too wild for WO.
When he asked for a supercharged car
with even more power, WO refused,
reasoning that they could not be made
reliable enough to last 24 hours. Birkin
then turned for finance to his friend
Dorothy Paget, the oddball, largely
nocturnal 23-year-old Standard Oil
heiress and racehorse owner, who
named her servants after colours. Their
‘Blower’ Bentleys – which Bentley has
just announced it is to make new
versions of, with 12 cars planned –
never did win Le Mans, but Sir Tim set
death-defying speed records in them,
his trademark blue-and-white polka-dot
scarf billowing behind him so hard it
must have nearly throttled him.

B

ut perhaps the most romantic of
this extraordinary cast of
characters was Lieutenant
Commander Glen Kidston (grandfather
of retailer Cath Kidston). Barnato
described him as “the beau ideal of a
sportsman. The word fear had been
expunged from his dictionary. He was a
man about town when in the mood, a
man of action in another.”
Kidston was the heir to the Clyde
Shipping Company fortune and joined
the Royal Navy on the outbreak of war,
aged just 15. He led a life even more
accelerated than those of his Bentley

Boy pals: he was a pioneering
submariner and aviator; car and
motorcycle racer; and big-game hunter.
While still 15, he was torpedoed twice
in one morning, and at 17 survived the
Battle of Jutland though his submarine
ran aground.
He first entered Le Mans in 1929 and
came second, Bentley taking the top
four places. He was the only survivor of
an early commercial airline crash later
that year, kicking his way out of the
fuselage with his clothes alight before
returning to the burning wreckage in an
attempt to rescue the other passengers,
including the German prince with
whom he was travelling.
Despite this he returned to Le Mans
in 1930. He and Babe won, his partner
setting a record of three entries and
three wins, which has never been
matched. It would be Bentley’s last
official Le Mans entry for 71 years. In
1931 it went into receivership, and had
the Bentley Boys not given the brand
such glamour and repute, Rolls-Royce
might not have rescued it.

Babe’s Le Mans
record of three
entries and three
wins has never
been matched
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The Bentley Boys were dispersed, not
least by early deaths. That same year,
Kidston set a record for a flight from the
UK to South Africa, but was killed soon
afterwards when his aircraft broke up
over the Drakensberg Mountains.
Barbara Cartland, one of his lovers, is
said to have fainted at the news. He was
just 31 years old. Tim Birkin died in
1933, of a wound suffered at the Tripoli
Grand Prix. He was just 36.
In eight years, the Bentley Boys won
Le Mans five times, set a standard for
glamour and adventure in motorsport
that modern Formula One can’t
approach, and probably enabled
Bentley to celebrate its centenary this
year. “I don’t think many companies
can have built up during such a short
period a comparable font of legend and
myth, story and anecdote,” WO said
later. “The company’s activities
attracted the public’s fancy, and added a
touch of colour, of vicarious glamour
and excitement to drab lives.”

GETTY

Right: Glen Kidston
and Babe Barnato
celebrate victory at Le
Mans in 1930. Below: a
1937 memorial portrait
of Birkin by Gordon
Crosby

Forover 55 years,
we’ve measured success
just one way:
We only win when
our clients win.
There was a time when investment bankers were trusted partners and
advisors to their clients. The goal was simple: relentlessly commit to
your clients; be hardworking and humble; stay unconflicted in your work
and uncompromising in your values. The rest will take care of itself.
Our success proves there’s still room in the world for a firm that embraces
an approach that has stood the test of time: Clients First–Always.SM
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PURSUITS

OUT WITH THE OLD
An auction scandal over a 1939 Porsche, and a
growing market for rather more recent vehicles,
leaves lifelong classic car fan Simon de Burton
wondering exactly what ‘classic’ now should mean

‘D

ebacle’ is a word with
which any follower of
UK politics will now be
thoroughly be familiar;
it also best describes the
attempt by RM Sotheby’s to sell a car
from 1939, described as the first to bear
the Porsche badge, in its annual flagship
auction staged during Monterey car
week in August.
Listed as ‘the most historically
significant of all Porsche cars,’ the Type
64 was one of three built at the behest
of the Nazi Party’s Motor Corps to a
design by Ferdinand Porsche, making it
both highly controversial and, according
to RM Sotheby’s, ‘the antecedent of
Porsche’s historical evolution’.

Understandably there was high
excitement when it appeared at auction
with a pre-sale estimate of $20m. So
when the bidding opened straight out
at $30m and swiftly soared to a high
offer of $70m, there were gasps all
round – until it was revealed that the
Dutch auctioneer’s English had been
misinterpreted, including by those
operating the on-screen graphics in the
room. He’d actually started bidding at
$13m; the high bid was $17m.
Inevitably, the car (which had
previously been offered privately for
considerably less than $20m) failed to
sell, amid boos and hisses.
But the Type 64 was only one of
many big-number entries that were left

on the shelf during Monterey car week,
which saw this year’s auctions generate
a total of $245m between them, against
the $370m realised in 2018 for around
25 per cent fewer lots – and many of
the multi-million dollar cars that did
sell changed hands for below estimate
prices. It’s a scenario that seems to be
playing out at all levels and at auctions
in both America and Europe.
The fact is, the market for classic
cars (as we know them) appears to
be softening after a full decade of
glorious growth, during which the
perceived values of everything from
humble MGBs to the rarest Ferraris,
and from early Land Rovers to the
exotic McLaren F1, reached sums that
were previously beyond the wildest
imaginings of even the most optimistic
of dealers and enthusiasts.
But what, actually, is a ‘classic’ these
days? The definition was once pretty
clear in the minds of most people,
regardless of whether or not they were
automobile enthusiasts. Essentially, if
a car was a few decades old and was
clearly from a different era of motoring,
it was referred to as a ‘classic’ – even
if it hadn’t been especially popular,
successful or highly regarded in period.
Made for the Nazis in 1939, a disaster
for RM Sotheby’s in 2019: the Type 64
designed by Ferdinand Porsche
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It’s not just the
enthusiasts going
the modern route:
so are those with
millions to spend

dessimoditas nimus as
dolum que nus es
invellut quaepro restiate
vit re voluptissim vere
sinverro ipisciisint
pliquo magnatibus as
cust, sim faccaborum int

Clockwise from
above: At the Bonhams
‘Bonmont’ sale in
Geneva, the Ferrari
La Ferrari and Bugatti
Veyron; the $8.2m
Lamborghini Veneno;
the Bonhams MPH
top-seller, a £49,500
1993 Ford Escort RS
Cosworth

Such classics have been the crux of my
motoring life. They were the only wheels
I could afford at first, and then became
the cars I chose due to their design,
their simplicity, the history behind
them and, probably, the fact that their
individual peculiarities are as charming
as they are inconvenient. Why would
anyone who liked to have their emotions
stirred choose a modern, characterless,
computer-controlled box instead?

B

ut recently I was travelling on a
dual carriageway in my 1970 TR6
– fuel being consumed at a gallon
every 18 miles, a refreshing breeze
blowing through the gaps in the soft top
and tiny modern shopping cars whizzing
past me – when it hit me that time might
be running out for ‘classic’ classics.
With 150 horsepower, sprightly
acceleration and a claimed top speed of
120 mph, the TR6 was once seen as a
hairy-chested sports car of impressive
performance. But I’m finally accepting
that it’s so far removed from the modern
automobile in every sense, that it barely
has a right to occupy the same road
space. In other words, such cars really
are, finally, becoming as obsolete as
dinosaurs, in terms of being practical

transport. Driving one is akin to using a
theodolite instead of sat nav, doing sums
on an abacus, or cooking on an open fire:
once the done thing, still fun now and
then – but not to be made a habit of.
And that’s partly why the definition
of a classic – or collectible – car appears
to have altered rather suddenly. In the
past five years ‘modern classic’ has
become the new classic, with collectors
willing to pay premium prices for
interesting cars made during the 1990s,
early 2000s and even during this very
decade.
The fact is, if you prefer driving to
mending, if you want comfort and not
hardship, if you favour resilience over
rust, then a modern classic is the way
to go. The sweet-spot era, many would
agree, falls between the mid-to-late
1980s and the early 2000s, a time when
performance cars were still made with
manual gearboxes, electronic nannying
devices had yet to replace driver skill,
corrosion was becoming a thing of the
past and reliability was built-in.
As a result, many relatively recent
cars are now appearing at ‘classic’
auctions, with some houses staging sales
specifically dedicated to them.
Most notably, Bonhams recently
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inaugurated ‘MPH’, a new strand of its
car department that aims to make classic
car ownership more accessible, more
affordable and, perhaps, more fun.
It’s based at Bicester Heritage, the
Oxfordshire centre for classic car
excellence that occupies the site of
Britain’s most complete WWII bomber
base. MPH’s first sale in September was
highly successful, the top seller being
a 1993 Ford Escort RS Cosworth that
drew £49,500, while other performers
included a 2016 Audi A4 RS6 for
£38,250, and £37,125 for a 2006 Renault
Clio V6 255 Sport.
But it’s not just enthusiasts with
£50,000-or-less to invest in an interesting
car who are going the modern route –
so are those with millions to spend, as
evinced by the Bonhams ‘Bonmont’ sale
in Geneva in October. A sell-off by the
Swiss state of cars seized in a corruption
scandal, it comprised virtually every
key supercar made this century, from
a LaFerrari at $2.1m to a Koenigsegg at
$4.6m, and a Bugatti Veyron at $1.3m.
The highlight was one of nine
Lamborghini Venenos made for the
marque’s 50th anniversary in 2013.
Now, it is sometimes said that,
regardless of age, a car can be described
as ‘classic’ when its pre-owned value
matches or exceeds its original retail
price. Those nine Venenos each cost
$4m when new; and Bonhams sold this
example for $8.2 million.
So that must make it a true classic,
then? Discuss...

PURSUITS

Aston Martin

T

THE CONTINUING
CLASSICS

here is a chance that by the end of this article,
assuming you can make your way through the
first few paragraphs, the pages will be stuck
together with bile and you will be a seething
mass of envy. I can only apologise. Rest assured
that following my invitation to drive a brace of valuable
vintage cars, I was covered in pinch marks. I wish this to be
my Groundhog Day.
It was not my first time driving Aston Martins, but it was
my first time driving classic Aston Martins, which is like the
difference between sipping a well-balanced New World and
helping yourself to what’s been lying in the Élysée’s cellar for
six decades. Could use a dust, needs to breathe a bit, might
be corked but… nope, it’s sensational.
The tiny town of Newport Pagnell, near Milton Keynes, is
an unassuming place, but for those who appreciate transport
history there are treasures to be found. Amid a cluster of
unimaginative new-build homes, you approach a Victorian
warehouse with a conjoined pair of mock-Tudor semis that’s
seen better days. The former was, as long ago as 1857,
Salmons & Sons, which manufactured horse-drawn carriages.
The latter, behind a twee picket fence, became Aston Martin’s
global headquarters in 1955. Top two right-hand windows?
That was the office of David Brown, known by his initials,
where in late 1963 he took a meeting with a loud and portly
American producer called ‘Cubby’ Broccoli about featuring

At its old workshops in Newport Pagnell,
Aston Martin has begun building new
versions of a 1960s legend. Lucky blighter
Adam Hay-Nicholls pays a visit, while taking
a trio of vintage Aston beauties for a spin
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an Aston Martin in his upcoming
motion picture: Goldfinger.
It was also the only car factory in
the world to have its own cricket pitch.
Aston Martin chose this site in
Buckinghamshire due to its proximity
to the M1, the UK’s first motorway,
which it used as a test track. There were
no speed limits then.
Now, the service centre on the other
side of Tickford Street remains a hive
of operations, maintaining Aston’s back
catalogue. Aston built 13,300 cars in
Newport Pagnell over the course of 52
years, ending in 2007 with the
Vanquish that Pierce Brosnan destroyed
as James Bond in Die Another Day.
Today, the company builds more than
6,000 units every year at their Gaydon
plant, 40 miles away in Warwickshire.
Now, though, with models from the late
1950s and ’60s regularly reaching
seven-figure sums at auction, Aston has
turned back the clock and begun
building extremely limited-run models,
just as they were under the Macmillan
government of the day.
The DB4 GT Zagato is among the
most valuable and lusted-after sports
cars of all time. Nineteen were built
between 1960 and 1963 in the very
workshop that Aston Martin still
occupies here today. Essentially, they
were race versions of the DB4 GT,
lightened and restyled by Italian
coachbuilder Zagato. Fifty-six years
later, the company is now building
another 19 ‘continuation’ units.
Aston are not alone in engaging the
flux capacitor and going back to simpler
times. While they were probably the first
to float the idea of continuation cars,
back in 2014, Jaguar beat them out of the
blocks by delivering six Lightweight
E-types and nine XKSS continuation
cars in 2016, priced in excess of £1
million each. Two years later they
produced 25 more D-Type racers.
Bentley is about to go back even further

Aston is building
limited-run models
just as they were
under Macmillan’s
government

Above: An original
Aston Martin DB4 GT
Zagato. Right: The new
limited-edition DB4s in
production. Opposite
page: The new edition
DB4 Zagatos are being
built according to
artisan traditions
passed down at
Newport Pagnell

in time, to their 90-year-old 4½-litre Blower. The price of these
extra 12 bellicose British Le Mans winners is strictly POA,
though Aston assure me it’s less than their Zagato, not least
because the Aston comes with a stunning bonus track. The
DB4 GT Zagato Continuation is being sold as a twin-pack with
the state-of-the-art Gaydon-built 211mph DBS Superleggera,
skinned in a bespoke GT Zagato suit and, again, limited to just
19. The price reflects demand: £6 million for the pair.
Sorry for dribbling. Sitting under its original 1955 roof and
watched over by a wooden owl that’s been perched on a
truss, scaring off pigeons for all these years, the workshop
feels like a Hornby factory.

S

talwart Paul Spires, president of Aston Martin Works,
tells me: “Everything is in miniature here,” compared
to the Gaydon plant, “but the problems are the same
size”. It’s not a museum, it is a working atelier. In addition
to 40-odd customer-owned Astons undergoing service
or restoration, there are three of the continuation DB4 GT
Zagatos having their final parts installed. All the parts are
new, but based on digital scans of the originals.
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The craftsmen use the same artisan
skills that have been passed down
generations. It requires 4,500
painstaking hours’ work per car. The
materials are either the same or
improved. Significant investment has
been made to tooling, and the fit and
finish is actually far superior to that
of 1960. The original cars weren’t
symmetrical – these are. The body
panels are pressed in the original way,
using a rubber press, one that Aston
rents from Eurofighter. But apart from
smaller panel gaps, better brake pads,
modern racing-seat harnesses, a proper
fuel cell and an FIA touring car rollcage, you would be very hard-stretched
to spot the difference. Performance is
improved by boring the straight-six
engine out to 4.7 litres, rather than 3.7,
which pushes horsepower up from 314
to maybe as much as 400bhp.

and we want our very wealthy customers to be safe so they
come back and buy more cars.”
I would push dearly-loved relatives down the stairs to be
among them, but I do get the next best thing: a trio of
frothingly exciting classic Astons at my disposal for the next
24 hours, a reservation at Cliveden, and an RAF uniform.
I’m joining a troupe of period-costumed Aston aficionados
off to the Goodwood Revival, where one is transported to the
circuit’s heyday of 1948-1966 for an orgy of retro red-lining
and high-speed high-jinks, plus a few Spitfires flying
overhead. Aston have provided a road-map that takes us
through the westerly home counties’ prettiest market towns
and villages, to overnight at Cliveden and drive on to West
Sussex the following morning.
Cliveden is a well-chosen pit stop. An estate synonymous
with the swinging Sixties; of power, sex, class, beauty, and
the corruption of the British establishment itself (John
Profumo met Christine Keeler swimming here in her birthday
suit in 1961). An Aston Martin of similar vintage seems the
perfect car with which to visit.
First out of the gates is the car I yearned for as a speed
hungry teenager – a Brewster green 1995 Vantage V550 with
a low-estimate 550bhp and a guttural V8 roar. It’s an
aristocratic muscle car, originally fettled by Sir Jackie Stewart
and priced at £245,000.
Crunching down Cliveden’s gravel next – a silver 1970
DB6 MkII Volante, one of only 38 made and said to be worth
£950,000. The Prince of Wales owns one of the other 37.
Thirdly, on to Goodwood, I drive the first car to be
produced at Newport Pagnell, and one of the most handsome:
A sea green 1955 DB2/4 that has had just one owner.
£295,000 strikes me as a very good investment, though of
the three the DB6 is the most joyfully chuckable and precise.
I could drive it every day of my life and never tire.
I swear to God, a distinguished-looking octogenarian who
was crossing the road in Eton Wick stopped, raised his
walking stick and bellowed, “Bloody well done”. You see,
you don’t need to be the one driving to enjoy time travel.

Above: An Aston
Martin DB4 GT Zagato
continuation model in
the workshop.
Opposite: The Aston
Martin Heritage Tour at
Cliveden House, with
the DB6 MkII Volante
out in front

O

f course, some purists will
lament that it’s not a real
classic. And you won’t find
them in classic car races, like those at
Goodwood Revival. To which I say,
Show me a historic racing car that isn’t
like Trigger’s broom from Only Fools
and Horses.
In the USA, they’re less bothered
about provenance, so long as it’s not
a ‘trick’ car, and take the view that it
bolsters starting grids. Due to
homologation, the DB4 GT Zagato
Continuation is not necessarily road
legal in every country, though if you
own that country, as several clients
do, it’s not really a problem.
The majority of those clients will
go to America, where most automotive
masterpieces are kept these days. The
safety improvements made to
continuation cars are, Spires says in
his charmingly candid way, a definite
positive. “When it goes wrong in a
historic racing car, it goes very wrong,
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The DB6 is the
most joyful and
precise. I could
drive it every day
of my life and
never tire

I MAG E C R ED IT
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Cigars

HIT THE ROAD

HIGHCLERE CASTLE
PUROS ROBUSTO

Glen Collins delves into the Boisdale humidor
for the cigars to pack for a weekend driving
classic cars, with a few accessories to match

Also pictured:
Aviator-style sunglasses by Gucci,
£275 at Mr Porter, mrporter.com;
Chopard Mille Miglia 2019 Race
Edition wristwatch, £6,440
chopard.com;TAG Heuer Monaco
Calibre 11 wristwatch, £4,750
tagheuer.com

both Criollo and Corojo tobacco
from the volcanic soils of Jalapa
and the island of Ometepe.
The resulting smoke is silky
smooth, exceptionally creamy

BOLIVAR ROYAL
CORONAS
The Bolivar brand was created
in 1902, and is based today in the
Partagas factory in the heart of
Havana. It’s among the strongest,

E-type of cigars, with Highclere’s
aristocratic glamour built in.

all Habanos, like a roaring engine:
a spicy and woody taste, but it’s
never too aggressive, with an
aroma that purrs.

DAVIDOFF ESCURIO
ROBUSTO
This exceptionally entertaining
cigar is a full-pelt, foot-down
journey into new stimulations
and sensations, mixing Cubra
Criollo – with the dark Brazilian
and turns: spice meets sweet as
chilli pepper plays with softer,
creamy notes, along with oak,
liquorice, leather and a coffee/
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Cigars

MEETING THE
SPIELBERG OF CIGARS
Nick Hammond, author of new book Around the World in 80 Cigars,
recalls an encounter with the man who put New World tobacco on the map

I

f you’ve ever met one of your
heroes, you’ll realise it’s a bit like
being a schoolkid in front of the
headmaster all over again. That
excruciating mix of excitement,
trepidation, anxiety to please, and in my
case, an overwhelming urge to giggle,
which can be off-putting to headmasters
and heroes alike. It’s a hero, not a
headmaster, that I’m walking up
a muddy field to meet at dawn in a cigar
plantation in the Dominican Republic.
I once described Henke Kelner as the
Steven Spielberg of the cigar world.
Masterminding the entire cigarmaking
operation of the mighty Davidoff empire
since the late 1980s, he has
choreographed hit after hit after hit, and
changed both the perception and the
flavour of Dominican Republic cigars.
You will not talk to a more learned cigar
man anywhere.
He began his Tabadom facility, near
the city of Santiago de Los Caballeros,
when Cuba strode like a colossus across
the cigarmaking world. The Dominican
Republic made a lot of cigars back then,
sure; but it was way down the pecking
order, and cigars from the country were
generally regarded as smooth, but super
mild. However, when Zino Davidoff, the
legendary founder of the Swiss label,
grew exasperated with Cuba in the
1980s, he looked for alternatives. He
found Henke Kelner.
His unparalleled skill with tobacco
has seen scores of lines, blends, trials
and techniques become mainstream.
Think of some of the best New World
cigars you’ve tasted and there’s every
chance that somewhere along the line,
Henke’s had his hand in it.
Which is why, when I reach to shake
Henke’s hand in that field of tobacco, as
the first light of dawn sifts through his
Panama hat, I’m a little lost for words.

His eyes scan me, birdlike curiosity
playing across his features. “We meet
before, no?” he asks in his accented and
perfectly charming English.
“Yes!” I gush. “We met at the Davidoff
store in London at the launch of the
Churchill line. We talked about seeds
and flavour profiles.”
He looks on, unblinking. “We went
through the palate profile for the various
sizes...,” I try again. He raises his gaze to
the horizon. “We talked about
moonshine in Kentucky.”
His head swivels back to me, his
craggy face breaking into a toothy grin.
“Moo’shine. Yes, Kentucky moo’shine!”
And he laughs a deep belly laugh,
claps a burly hand around my shoulder,
and leads me off to begin a morning’s
tobacco instruction, which is as
masterful and enthralling as any
favourite professorial thesis.
His mind leaps from subject to
subject, loosely based around cigar
tobacco and its infinite variations,
although by no means constrained by
it. I’m just happy to be in his presence
and soak up a little of the lifetime of
knowledge he is dispensing.
Henke swears he talks to tobacco, and
what’s more, that it talks to him. He says
the plant changes every single day until
it is harvested. It’s a pernickety, delicate
crop: take your eye off the ball for a
moment, he says, and you can lose it.
At a hut, a small group of staff is
concocting something. Henke leads me
to them. Some are busy boiling pots of
water on stoves; others are grating large,
hard-pressed lumps of cacao into fine,
sweet-smelling powder.
“I grow this – and coffee – up there
on my farm,” growls Henke, pointing to
the distant hillsides, where coffee and
cacao grow high up the slopes. ‘‘My
wife’s farm,” he corrects himself, with
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a grin and a wink. “They never used to
grow tobacco here, but I thought it could
be done. I was right,” he says proudly,
passing me a little porcelain espresso
cup containing a mixture of the hot
water and cacao with a pinch of
cinnamon. My God in heaven, I swear
I’ll never forget the taste, I remember
thinking, as I gazed out at the leaves of
Nicotiana tobacum swaying and
brushing against one another.

H

enke leans over to a large
wooden humidor and picks out
two Davidoff No.2 cigars, passing
me one and clipping and lighting his in
one fluid motion. I drain my cup and
another follows, and as I puff on the
light, sweet cigar we talk of blends and
varietals; of cigars he likes and those he
doesn’t; of Cuba and comparisons to it;
of the future and of the past.
We don our hats and wander back
out into the sun, where workers are
checking on the plants, removing
withered leaves and hoeing drainage
furrows up against each other. And all
the time, there is a constant stream of
cigar talk – nearly all of it from Henke.
Did I mention he can talk a bit?
He always has a word, a backslap and
a handshake for a passing worker. His
critical eye seems to take in every
damned leaf in that vast sea of green.
And a smile is never
far from his lips.
I bet he was a rascal as
a young ’un.
And all this was
before I’d seen him
dance the merengue,
which, I can report,
he also does with
aplomb.
Multitalented chap,
is Henke.

Luxury

FROM WARWICKSHIRE
TO THE WEST END

Third-generation jeweller Charlie Pragnell talks to Timothy Barber about
bringing fine watches and diamonds to Mayfair’s Mount Street, and why
Patek Philippe and Rolex are hotter than ever

I

t is, as Charlie Pragnell points out, a remarkably good
time to be selling fine watches. Brexit uncertainties
have not dampened any eagerness among the wellheeled for Switzerland’s finest offerings, and indeed in
certain quarters demand is soaring through the roof:
particular Rolex and Patek Philippe models are so in-demand
that lengthy waiting lists are now the norm. The grand
Pragnell boutique on Mayfair’s Mount Street, a few doors
along from the Connaught hotel, is the only private retailer in
London to carry both of watchmaking’s most famous names.
“Those two brands are hotter than ever – demand is
increasingly outstripping supply,” Charlie says. For those
who wish to spend wisely, rather than merely whimsically,
that’s a good thing. “People do see investment in watches,
particularly Patek and Rolex, as a safe and enjoyable thing,
just as with high quality diamonds. I think prices will
inevitably appreciate, but it’s fundamentally because people
love and value these things, and hold onto them.”
As the third Pragnell to run one of the country’s most
revered jewellery and watch businesses, Charlie knows a
thing or two about investing wisely. Pragnell’s was founded
in Stratford-upon-Avon by his grandfather, George Pragnell,
who in 1954 opened a jewellery shop in a Tudor cottage built
by a carpenter friend of Shakespeare’s. The shop now sprawls
into a further two neighbouring premises, while Pragnell’s
kept acquiring other businesses and skills as it grew. These
brought a showroom and workshops in Leicester, and a
150-year-old London heritage in the form of Philip Antrobus,
the Bond Street jeweller responsible for the engagement ring
given by Prince Philip to the thenPrincess Elizabeth, and a bracelet she
wore for their wedding.
Royal connections (before opening
his shop, George looked after Queen
Mary’s jewels) and the ability to create
bespoke, world-class jewellery, mean
that Pragnell’s has never simply been
one more stately, regional purveyor of
finery. An eye for rare gems, often
sourced from the family vaults of the
British aristocracy, and long-established
relationships with Swiss watchmaking’s
most exalted marques, have brought a
firmly international clientele.
Yet expansion from Warwickshire to
Mayfair, with a sumptuous showroom
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on two floors, is still an ambitious
move. It’s one that Charlie seems to
have taken in his stride, however.
“We’ve always had a presence in
London,” he says – as well as Antrobus,
there were by-appointment offices in St
James’s and on Berkeley Square. “But
this has taken it to the next level. We’ve
got Patek and Rolex under one roof,
alongside six- and seven-figure rare
jewels, including antique and bespoke
pieces. That combination is very
unusual at this level worldwide.”
While the grand paintings, Deco
chandelier and antique jewellery
provide a lavish milieu on the ground
floor, it’s in the VIP zone below that
things really get interesting. It’s here,
amid hand-painted floral wallpaper in

“We’re dealing with
special moments
for people, and
we want it to be
memorable”

vibrant green (a reference to the
theatrical convention of the ‘green
room’, supposedly a Stratford
invention), that clients can decide on
those once-in-a-lifetime purchases in
privacy. If they need a pick-me-up to
help things along, there’s even a bar
tucked behind a secret door.
“We’re dealing with special moments
for people, and we want it to be
memorable,” Charlie says. “These are
things you’re keeping for life, and that
you may be passing onwards as well.
The experience is everything.”
Pragnell’s is one of very few retailers
to have had a special edition of watches
made for it by Patek Philippe: a black
dial version of the yellow gold minute
repeater, Ref 5079J. It became an instant
collector classic, and one example set
an auction record for the reference, of
over £330,000.
So which of this year’s watches take
Charlie’s fancy? “Patek Philippe’s new
5172G chronograph has a really
sophisticated retro-chic style, and the
case design and hand finishing are
sublime,” he says. “From Rolex, the
new white gold Yachtmaster is the
epitome of understated, state-of-the-art
contemporary watchmaking.”
Is he worried that the digital world
and the rise of smartwatches will
ultimately impinge on the desirability
of fine watches? Not a bit of it.
“The passion and knowledge for
watches is getting stronger, and in the
UK there’s a great affinity for it. It goes
back to us being the country of
engineering, of industrial revolution,”
he says. “The market keeps growing,
and we’re proud to deal with the brands
at the pinnacle of desirability.”

Opposite page:
Charlie Pragnell in his
family’s new Mayfair
showroom, where the
VIP room includes a
secret bar (below).
Above, inset:
Patek Philippe’s new
5172G chronograph,
and latest Yachtmaster
from Rolex, both in
white gold
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Coffee table books for
connoisseurs and collectors
The Impossible
Collection of
Cigars
Author Aaron
Sigmond envisions
the ultimate
humidor packed
with the world’s
cigars. The latest in
a lavish line of huge
‘Ultimate Collection’ tomes from uberluxe publisher Assouline, you might just
need a reinforced coffee table to house it.
£775 eu.assouline.com

The World
Atlas of Gin
Drinks gurus Joel
Harrison and
(Boisdale Life
contributor) Neil
Ridley have
scoured the
globe for the
found, while
digging deep into the history, production
processes, botanicals and styles of the
distilleries to the most recognised
brands, via the very best cocktails, they
lift the lid on the rich variety and
vibrancy of gin today.
£25 octopusbooks.co.uk

The Watch: a
Twentieth
Century Style
History
Former Sotheby’s
expert and vintage
watch dealer Alex
Barter examines
the evolution of
wristwatches amid
the change and
turbulence of the 20th century. The early
developments of the Jazz Age, the rise of
Rolex and waterproof watches, evolving
technologies and the arrival of quartz
timekeeping are a few of the subjects
covered in this elegantly illustrated book.
£45 prestelpublishing.randomhouse.de

PURSUITS

Travel

MIAMI
DINING
In the world’s most glamorous
winter sun destination, man-abouttown Hugo Campbell-Dayvs hunts
out the places to dine in style
TRADITIONAL EATS AT
JOE’S STONE CRAB

WATERFRONT DINING
AT SMITH & WOLLENSKY

The most famous crab shack in town
opened in 1913, and is still family
run. Wait in line for plates stacked
with Florida stone crab claws and the
legendary Key Lime Pie.
joesstonecrab.com

CLASSIC BRUNCHING
AT THE BILTMORE

Opened in 1926, the Biltmore Hotel
housed everyone from Al Capone to
Franklin D Roosevelt, and remains a
national institution. It also serves up
the country’s most celebrated and lavish
Champagne brunches in the stunning
Fontana restaurant. biltmorehotel.com

EPIC VIEWS AT JUVIA

Sitting atop a Herzog & de Meurondesigned parking garage (really) at 1111
Lincoln Road, Juvia is a penthouse
restaurant fusing Asian/Latin/French
cuisine with vast views over South
Beach. Throw in water features, a
vertical garden by internationallyacclaimed botanist Patrick Blanc
and a DJ, and you have pure Miami
showmanship. juviamiami.com

ASIAN AND ARTY AT KYU

Among the uber-fashionable restaurants
of Miami’s Wynwood art district, Asianstyle eatery Kyu, from former Zuma
chef Michael Lewis, is the stand-out,
with a menu inspired by Japanese and
Korean yakiniku grilling, peppered
with American Southern barbecue
influences. kyurestaurants.com

AUTHENTIC CUBAN
AT VERSAILLES

The city’s long-standing Cuban cuisine
institution opened in 1971 and, since
then, has become a staple for locals
and tourists alike. The dining room
is illuminated by golden chandeliers
and surrounded by mirrors mimicking
Versailles Palace’s Hall of Mirrors but
the food is as authentically Cuban as it
gets. versaillesrestaurant.com

JAPAN COMES TO BELGRAVIA
Japan, Belgravia’s Hari Hotel has teamed up
with craft distiller the House of Suntory to
transform its leafy Garden Terrace into a
quintessential Japanese garden, celebrating
the phenomenal autumn colours in Japan.
The pop-up showcases three cocktails based
on House of Suntory spirits and paired
with savoury canapes (£18): the Netsui Fizz,
Ginza Gimlet and Toki-yo Haiboru.
Running until 4 November; thehari.com
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It’s all about USDA Prime dry-aged
steaks, premium seafood, sunshine and
sea air at the Miami Beach outpost of
the upmarket steakhouse empire. Head
here for sublime outdoor dining on the
waterfront, complete with sweeping
views of exclusive Fisher Island
and the Government Cut shipping
channel to the Atlantic. Reservations
recommended. smithandwollensky.com

SEE AND BE SCENE
AT SWAN & BAR BEVY

Pop superstar Pharrell Williams’ first
foray into the restaurant business is
a modish affair in the thriving Miami
Design District, mixing old-school glam
with some serious funk. The restaurant,
Swan, is a fairytale of pinks, blues
and jades on the first floor, while the
discreet Bar Bevy offers guests and
passing celebs a sumptuous cocktail
retreat upstairs. swanbevy.com
Hugo Campbell-Davys is the founder of
city guides app Urbanologie

PURSUITS

Starters Orders

STABLE
LEADERSHIP
Britain’s Hannon family has been
picking winning horses for three
decades. Current head of the
stables, Richard Hannon Jnr, tells
Colin Cameron about friends
with four legs and legacies

F

rom now until December,
Richard Hannon Jnr will
accumulate some £2 million
of personal debt, buying
yearlings “on spec” at
bloodstock sales from Newmarket
to Doncaster. He will then find owners
for them ahead of next year’s Flat Racing
season. Certainly gets you off your arse,
he laughs, perhaps only partly in jest.
The urgency is beyond money. There
is a family reputation at stake. Hannon
took over his father Richard’s Hampshire
stables in 2014 after 12 years as his
assistant, helping with anything from
driving the horsebox to everything else.
Richard Snr had saddled more than 4,000
winners over 60 years at Everleigh and
Herridge stables (formerly a stud), which
make up the operation today, and was
crowned champion trainer three times.
His own father was also at Everleigh.
Richard Snr also saddled a quartet of
British classic winners. His son matched
this benchmark in his first season as
licence holder with Night of Thunder’s
success in the 2000 Guineas. Then, in
2018, Billesdon Brook brought home the
1,000 Guineas. Ah, The Classics, sighs
Jnr. Those races wake you up in the
morning (as do huge overdrafts).
Rather than a nuanced approach to the
bloodstock market based on his ‘A’ Level
in Economics, Hannon’s strategy is to “be
brave, take a risk, and don’t be a fool”.
The overdrafts do weigh on his shoulders,
he says. “Clear by Christmas,” he hopes.
Hannon Snr will help. “Two heads are
better than one,” his son maintains. The
elder Hannon famously played drums for
The Troggs before accepting the family
calling. Today, his son is the beneficiary
of 45 years in the racing game. “The ethos

of the yard is the same,” Hannon Jnr says,
recalling successes such as Paco Boy and
Canford Cliffs at Royal Ascot. “Growing
up, I remember the owners would often
come to the yard on Sundays. Dad would
say, ‘Be polite. Talk to those who’ve made
the effort to come see their horses. Enjoy
any success. Always have fun.’”
His search at the sales is for what his
followers would immediately recognise
as a “Hannon type”. “You get a feel for
what a good horse should look like,”
Hannon confides. “We have a horse here
called Oh This Is Us. I want a statue of
him. Never sound. Even needs X-rays for
trips to the races so the stewards can see
there’s nothing wrong with him. A
double-figures winner. Brilliant.”
Hannon laughs – often. He recalls
following his father’s runners at school
on a transistor. His PE master would also
have his ear pressed up against the radio,
most memorably when Tirol won the
2,000 Guineas in 1990. An impromptu
lap of honour of the athletics track to
mark a hefty winning bet left bystanders
confused, as the school had a far-fromgold standard performance that day.
You might imagine Hannon to be
a punter. After all, in the play Jeffrey
Bernard is Unwell, the trainer who parks
his baby triplets on the sofa and takes
bets on which one is a girl is based on
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him (and his siblings). He is actually not
much of a betting man. The game’s hard
enough as it is, he reasons. “After I’ve
saddled a loser, the last thing I want to do
is hand over five grand to a bookmaker.”

H

annon’s advice for the turf is
simple: Don’t look for clues that
aren’t there. Take the times when
his stable has two runners in a race at
different odds – like the 2000 Guineas in
2014, when Night of Thunder won at
odds of 40-1 and he had also saddled the
more fancied Toormore at 15/2, ridden by
the then-stable jockey, Richard Hughes.
“People can be too literal. They see who
we’ve booked as jockeys and think the
senior rider is the one we fancy to win,”
he says. “But arrangements can be based
on something as simple as the jockeys
riding for owners they have represented
before.” Sometimes there’s nothing to see.
A good bet would have been to wager
on any Hannon first. After all, his debut
runner as a trainer won in January 2014.
His first runner at Royal Ascot also won
that year, as did His first runner in a
Classic race. Hannon hopes to join us for
Boisdale’s Starter’s Orders Flat Season
preview supper next year. No overdraft
by then, all being well. If your own has
mounted, he might be able to help. Not
least with his winning habit.
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DIARY
HIGHL IGH T S AT B OISDA L E

F O R T I C K E T S A N D F U L L N I G H T LY L I S T I N G S , V I S I T B O I S DA L E . C O .U K

JO HARROP
24 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
Harrop pays tribute to the
sultriest songstress of all,
Peggy Lee
TICKETS FROM £12.50

ROSE WINDROSS
25 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
the singer songwriter that put the
classic song Fairplay
TICKETS FROM £25

TRIO MANOUCHE
28 & 29 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Belgravia

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

ORIANA CURLS
30 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Mayfair

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

TJ JOHNSON
30 & 31 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Belgravia

DELE SOSIMI
7 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

HALLOWEEN SOUL
NIGHT WITH SOUL
SUMMIT
31 OCTOBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf

TICKETS FROM £15

SUPPER AND SHOW FROM £29.50
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BLUE THE BEAR
1 & 2 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Young musicians devoted to
breathing new life into the
Rhythm and Blues of the 50s
and 60s
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

ED BENTLEY
6 & 7 NOVEMBER
Bosidale of Belgravia
A multi-instrumentalist known
principally for his work on the jazz
piano and hammond organ
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

MIKE MCQUAID
07 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Bishopsgate
1920s and 30s hot jazz every
Thursday night
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

LOUISE MESSENGER
7, 22 & 29 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Mayfair
Contemporary jazz and swing
from the Australian artist now
residing in London
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

MUTYA BUENA
8 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
Original Sugababe with an
illustrious career of writing hit
songs such as Round Round,
Hole In The Head and Push
The Button
TICKETS FROM £25

ERROL LINTON
8 & 29 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Bishopsgate
Jazz FM nominee for Blues Act of
the Year continues his Friday night
residency
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

RICHARD HADFIELD
12-14 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Richard has toured the world
after winning Britain’s Got Talent

as part of the vocal harmony
group, Collabro, in 2014. His
Boisdale shows will include his
unique take on standards by Ella
Fitzgerald and Nat King Cole.
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

MISSISSIPPI SWAMP
DOGS
14 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
A riotous mix of funk, Cajun,
and latin rhythms. Songs include
Memphis Soul Stew by King Curtis
TICKETS FROM £12.50

RORY BREMNER
18 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf

DUNCAN HEMSTOCK
14 & 28 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Bishopsgate
A band leader like no other,
Duncan’s clarinet playing is not

Rory Bremner is the UK’s leading comedy and satirical
impressionist. With Trump, Boris and Brexit providing
a rich seam of comic material, Rory’s on a mission
to make sense (and nonsense) of it all at Boisdale of
Canary Wharf.
TICKETS FROM £20

Hall, while his Tenor Saxophone
approach is inspired by the great
Lester Young
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

SOUL SUMMIT
15 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
High energy Disco, Motown, Soul,
Funk and Classic Pop
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

SHANE HAMPSHEIR
15 & 16 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Shane Hampsheir and his mighty
trio present a night of classic hits
from two of the greatest ever
crooners, Michael Buble, and
Frank Sinatra

DJ NIGHTS AT BOISDALE OF
CANARY WHARF

SATURDAY 9PM-2AM:

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

Saxon Sound System DJs with Soul, Funk & Reggae

FRIDAYS 7PM-2AM:

LIZ FLETCHER
18-21 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Liz has the perfect voice to pay
homage to the unique music of
Nina Simone, from Feeling Good
through to My Baby Just Cares
For Me

Mi Soul Radio DJs with Soul, House, Jazz & R&B

THURSDAY 7PM-1AM:
Carwash with 70s and 80s Soul & Disco

WEDNESDAY 7PM-1AM:
Carwash with 70s and 80s Soul & Disco

TUESDAY 7PM-11AM:
DJ Roz with Funky Disco and Feel Good

FREE GUEST LIST OR TWO COURSE
DINNER AND DJ £19.95

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50
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REBECCA FERGUSON
19 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
Whitley Neill gin presents the
Queen of the Blues for one
night only

SANDRA MAE
5 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Mayfair
A sultry voice and bold
saxophone leads her quartet
through timeless jazz standards

TICKETS FROM £25

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

GABRIELLE DUCOMBLE
21 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Mayfair
Parisian jazz and tango
arrangements of iconic songs by
the likes of Piaf, Piazzolla, Legrand
and Brel
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

ALEXANDER O’NEAL
20-22 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
With his name secured in the
R&B history books, the genre’s
greatest showman performs hits
including Criticize and Never
Knew Love Like This
TICKETS FROM £25

ERIKO ISHIHARA
25 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Japanese vocalist and pianist
Ishihara has built a reputation
for her Diana Krall-style vocals,
matched to a mature piano
style that draws on Wynton Kelly
and Gene Harris
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

JEREMY SASSOON
26-28 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
The one and only Jeremy Sassoon
captivates audiences with his
natural soulful voice, a distinctive
bluesy piano style, and his own
adaptations of the
Ray Charles songbook
SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

DUST ME DOWN
BLUES BAND
2-4 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia
Riotous blues combo apparently
taking their name from the
Ben Harper track
SUPPER AND SHOW FROM £29.50

BENOIT VILLEFON
TRIO
8 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
The best in swinging classic jazz
SUNDAY LUNCH AND
SHOW FROM £37.50

GEOFF NORCOTT
HARDEEP SINGH KOHLI
25 NOVEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf

SOUL IMMIGRANTS
20-21 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Belgravia

For one night only, two of Britain’s leading comics will tickle
with sell-out Edinburgh runs and two national tours as
well as a documentary, bespoke TV formats, and another

SUPPER AND SHOW
FROM £29.50

ONE NIGHT IN
VEGAS FEATURING
SUSPICIOUSLY ELVIS
31 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
An astonishingly accurate homage
to Elvis’s iconic Las Vegas period

winner Hardeep Singh Kohli is a comic, broadcaster, chef
credits include Celebrity Big Brother, The One Show, Celebrity
Masterchef, and Question Time
TICKETS FROM £20

TICKETS FROM £55.50

TOPLOADER
5 FEBRUARY
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
The double platinum-selling
indie band that set the charts
alight with Dancing In The
Moonlight, Achilles Heel
and Time Of My Life
TICKETS FROM £25

THE REAL THING
8-9 MAY
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
One of the UK’s most successful
soul acts in concert
TICKETS FROM £35

FRANK & DEAN’S VEGAS SHOW
03-30 DECEMBER
Boisdale of Canary Wharf

ALBERT LEE
3 JUNE
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
world has ever seen, Double
Grammy Award Winner Albert
Lee is also an accomplished piano
TICKETS FROM £35

The very best Christmas party in London in which
revellers are transported to the glamourous heyday of Las
Vegas via the classic songs of the Rat Pack including Fly Me
To The Moon, The Lady Is A Tramp, Volare, That Amore and
New York New York
TICKETS FROM £15
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THE LOWDOWN

JOE JACKSON
Sing, songwriter and multi-talented musician Joe
Jackson burst onto the pop scene in 1979 with his
debut single, Is She Really Going Out with Him?, a smash
hit that propelled him into the charts, and launched
a career that has taken in 19 albums, Grammy award
nominations, and a huge array of musical styles. His
latest album, ‘Fool’, was released earlier this year.

People often ask if I make records
or myself rather than an audience,
but I suppose it’s both. I’m hoping to
reach an audience, obviously, but I’m
not trying to just give them what they
want. How am I supposedly to know
what that is, or how to do it? No, it has
to start with me being excited about
something, and then hopefully I can
communicate that to other people.

Singer and songwriter
Joe Jackson is still going
strong after 40 years
in the music industry

When talking about music, the hardest
questions are always the ones that
start with ‘why’: why did you write
this song, or make this record, or do it
this way. I don’t know why! Because
it seemed like a good idea, because it
felt right, because it was fun! I think
people assume you start with some
kind of plan, or agenda, and then create
something to fulfil that. But it’s much
more intuitive than that. I just keep
putting one foot in front of the other
until I feel like I’m getting somewhere
interesting. I only have one rule,
which is that if it starts sounding like
something I’ve done before, or heard
before, I scrap it or do something to
mess it up.
In this business a lot of people are
bat-shit crazy, or just neurotic anyway,
but I think I’m reasonably sane.
There’s something about being any
kind of artist, especially in what you
might call a popular medium, that
breeds neurosis. I think it’s because it’s
not an exact science; no matter how
talented you are, so much is beyond
your control. You write a song, you
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have no guarantee you’ll ever be able
to write another one. You have a hit,
that’s even worse, there’s no guarantee
you’ll ever have another one. You
could write a better song, but then the
whole scene has somehow shifted and
no one’s interested. That happens to
almost everyone who sticks around for
more than a few years. So, you can get
messed-up in all kinds of ways.
For better or worse, technology has
changed everything in music.
I mean, it’s fantastic that more music
is more accessible to more people than
it’s ever been, but… well, I’m not sure
how to put it. Maybe it’s just that for
my generation, music was incredibly
important, but sometimes now, it feels
like it’s been cheapened or something.
It’s certainly much harder for anyone to
make money out of it – I’m lucky that I
had some success at a time when quite
modest recognition, especially in the
States, still meant you could sell a lot of
records. But for a lot of younger artists,
it’s tough. The whole business has
pretty much collapsed. All the biggest
movers and shakers in what’s left of the
music industry are running around like
headless chickens trying to figure out
what to do. The only thing I can do is
focus on making the best music I can.
You just can’t evaluate yourself by
numbers – record sales, chart positions,
and so on. I’m not saying I wasn’t
happy to have a couple of hits, but
I certainly never counted on it. What’s
even more amazing to me is that I’m
still able to make music and do shows I
can feel good about, and have an
audience. Seriously! Some days I wake
up thinking, “my God, I’m still getting
away with it!” I didn’t have to go and
work in the salt mines! It really doesn’t
matter if the glass is half-full or halfempty anyway, so long as there’s
whisky in it.
Fool by Joe Jackson is out now

